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CLUBS

kysailor appears 12 times per year as a
service to members. For non-members
living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $48
pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus.
$65 (sent SAL) . Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the editor reserves the right to
edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributor 's name, address
and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented
in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

S

DEADLINE
15th of the month for contributions,
market place, etc.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

HGFA ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:

HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
PO Box 4
EXETER NSW 2579
Tel (048) 834 180
PRESIDENT

ADMINISTRATOR

Richard Reitzin
Ph (02) 2353033 W
or (02) 3651533 H

Ian Jarman
(048) 834 180

SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions should be
sent to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 281988
Ph (066) 280356
8am-8pm

STATE ASSOCIATIONS

Nobby Area Sky
Sailing Club (Bris.)
Pres. Hank Van
Raalte
(075) 463021
Sec. Rolf Damm
(07) 3561546

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Pres. Craig Worth
(065) 592713
Sec. Ben Leonard
(065) 832591

For information about ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate state association or club.

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Peter Hansen
(049) 712330

North East Victorian
HGClub Inc
Brian Webb
(057) 551753

NSWHGA Inc (address for HGFA)
Treasurer - Keith Maxwell (02) 9643267 W
(02) 58n971 H

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meetings: Port Kembla
Leagues Club 1st Wed
ea month Contact Harry
Docking (042)
OOn96 H or (042)
564388 W

Capricorn Skyrlder.
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
(079) 287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769

Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Jo McNamara
(042) 942305
Sec. Derrick Inglis
(042) 942305

Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Ric Caster
(066) 280356
Sec. Greg Wilson
(066) 280356

Gladstone HG Club
6 Edward St
Boyne Island 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
(079) 792562
Sec. Craig Anderson

Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Qld)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 53n68 H

ACTHGA
PO Box 3496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Garth Wimbush
(062) 24n526 H

QHGA Inc
PO Box 1319
Springwood 4127
Pres. Dave Marsh
(07) 8242508 or
Pager (07)8348858

VlcHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Hanna
(03) 5985835 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 3873605

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 2130600

TasHGA
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood 7250
Sec. Steve Richards
(003) 447101 H

Keep the articles coming!!

We will give $50 per month for the best
cover photo sent in. It can be a black
and white, colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested.
Please supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.
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FRONT COVER
Towing at Lorne with Lee
Scott
Photo by Glen Salmon

Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
(02) 4162370

Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
Sec. Steve Johnson
(071/074) 941867
Pres. Robert Keen
(071/074) 455642
Dave Cookman
Central West HG Club (071) 498573
Pres - Len Paton
Stan Roy
(068) 537220
(071) 459185
Sec. Jenny Ganderton AJf Carter
(068) 537220
(071) 457265
Tres. Mark Madden
(063) 622927
Kosciusko Alpine
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Richard McWhinney Paragliding Club
(049) 549415
Pro Guenther Janssen
Sec. Jeff Blunt
(064) 562276
(049) 487491
Sec. Stuart Andrews
(064) 576190
Lower Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres. Garry Carr
(02) 6444249 AH
(02) 2958040 BH
Rolf Muller
(02) 735212 H

Sutton Forest Flyer.
Pres. Richard Reitzin
(02) 2353033W
(02) 3651533H
Sec. David Jones
(048) 611699W
(048) 894182H

Sky High
Paragliding Club
Pres. Scott Beresford
(03) 4806441 ah
Sec. Samantha Clarke
(03) 6184398 bh

Cudgeegong Valley
HG Club
Sec. Geoff Eustace
(063) 722432

Eastern H.G. Club
Peter Batchelor (03) 7353095
Greg Withers (03) 8763981 meet
3rd Wed of month Olinda Hotel, Main 8t
Ulydale (near railway line)

CREDITS
Cartoons
JUlius Makk
Typing, Typesetting
& Layout
Marie Jeffery
Printer
Quality Plus,
Ballina
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Editor's Corner
Its very hard to sit at my computer compiling Skysailor while out
of the window the cus are popping into my line of vision. And
the glider is still on the car from yesterday ... will I be greedy?
Will it be another "ab Pat would you .. um, mind Kelly while I ..
er .. wizz up to Tallows for a quick fly? Yes summer is defInitely
here! And you thought it was hard to get a driver! Try a
babysitter and a driver!
December Skysailor contains a few words from our new Executive Officer (administrator) Ian Jarman, and treasurer, Mark
Pike. Hopefully the complete minutes will be published in
January - they are not available yet, due to the change over of all
HGFA records from Apple computer to IBM compatible.
It may appear that this issue holds some gloom with the fatal
accident reports both here and overseas but we need to be aware
of what is happening in our sport. It almost seems as though
there is a world wide trend in accidents caused through carelessness. So what is going on out there? Are we becoming too
casual? Do we think that we are immortal or perhaps that "it will
never happen to me"? Almost every day I'm hearing "it could
have been a bad one" stories concerning people's flying activities.
So come on pilots, think about what you are doing. I, for one,
don't need to attend any more funerals.
Remember the ground can be very hard and for the sake of
taking a few extra minutes to pre-flight, check conditions etc,
your life has got to be worth the effort. Well isn't it?!!
Of course the other big issue at present is fInancial status.
Membership to HGFA is a definite requirement by CAA before
you can legally take to the skies and it looks like unfInancial pilots
could face prosecution by CAA in the very near future. There

~~

i
\ M\lST FLJ!
will be more information on this in the next issue, but I'd suggest
that if you know of any unfInancial pilots flying, then advise them
to stop, or pay their fees!
I hope you enjoy reading your bumper Christmas issue. Thanks
for all the support I've had from members throughout the year
and for the many contributors' articles that have come in. I only
wish I had the space to print them all! Keep up the good work!
I wish you all a wonderful festive season with lots of safe flying
and high cloud bases!

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
Marie Jeffery

SPOR I 5 AVIATION

For ALL your Trike Needs

(065)650042

» Inspect and Test Fly the EDGE
» Introductory flights and lessons
» 10 strips - cover all wind directions; 200 to 2000 mts
in length give a wide variety of flying experience

» Hangar, Storage and Accommodation available
» Workshop facilities

Selling your Trike? We have buyers enquiring regularly
Looking to buy? We test and evaluate all Trikes we sell
From 21st December ... INTENSIVE lessons, Christmas flights

» Advanced XC Navigation courses over open fields and beautiful beaches
» Full range of hang gliders and equipment available

Call in for a flight and stay awhile - 113 Goulds Lane, Clybucca ... 20km north
at the Clybucca 24 hour Servo

The Sky's The Limit - Take it to the Limit!!!
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... and one against •••
Dear Ed
I would like to say, WELL DONE
ANDREW FOCK 34079, concerning
paragliders. Paragliders should not be
part of the HGFA, just as hang gliders are
not part of the Sailplane Association or
whatever they call themselves. By all
means have the paragliders under our
wing until they can organise their own
association and then leave them to it.
Wave them good luck, send a sizeable
wake their way, call it hang glider awareness (sorry fellas).

A Letter For Paragliding ...
Dear Marie
Andrew Fock's letter about the impending take-over of "our" sport by paraglider
strikes me as being somewhat paranoid.
Back in the mid 70's, some purists were
calling for tow-launching to be excluded
form being recognised as "real" hang gliding. It wasn't, of course, and the sport is
now enriched because of the opportunities tow-launching affords. A few
years ago, there was heated debate about
the inclusion of Powered hang gliders ie,
trikes in HGFA. The purists said we
would be swamped by petrol heads and
rampant commercialism. Again, sanity
prevailed and exclusive trike pilots
remain a very small force within HGFA.
As a hang gliding "purist" myself, with 14
years standing, I can understand
Andrew's concerns. However, his
analogies with Europe are, I believe, not
appropriate. First, we do not have the
alpine terrain which is most favoured by
paragliders; nor do we have the large,
cleared rolling hills close to roads and
towns such as we fmd in the UK. As far
as coastal sites are concerned, I believe
the vast superiority of hang gliders for
coastal soaring will see very few people
getting into paragliding with a view to this
type of flying.

that about 2000 of those are exclusively
hang glider pilots. If all of those rejoin,
we would need over 1800 to join HGFA
as exclusive paraglider members in order
for them to "take control". I would be
interested to hear form our Administrator on this subject ie of membership breakup.
In the meantime, I accept that we must be
aware of the potential hazards associated
with sharing sites with paragliders. However, just as we insisted in the past, that
the fast moving powered aircraft fraternity keep an eye out for us slmr moving
hang glider pilots and show us some courtesy, so we must be
prepared to make allowances for the relatively slow moving (but
very
visible!)
paragliders.

As far as banning them, well it could be a
bit hard. Never mind. Education seems
to be the only way. Let's hope the
paragliders appreciate all the ground
work that has gone into gaining our flying
sites, especially the delicate sites.
On one occasion, at a site, which at max,
could take three gliders, I had to stop a
paraglider from flying. This was an ADVANCED site. With a paraglider in the
air it would have been very dangerous for
all concerned. I for one will not stand by
and see a good flying site taken away, or
people's lives being endangered by an unaware jelly blubber pilot. Sounds harsh,
but that's life. Yes, I am an active participant in the sport of hang gliding and
yes, I am a safety officer.
M Cotts 14729

and a happy New Year ~
Yours sincerely
from the
_
Martyn Yeomans
•
Editor. Marie Jeffery ' ~
11984
Speedy and the SE Qld view at Eungella - photo by Sue.

~

Andrew should consider the American
experience; their terrain and coastal sites
are more like ours and as yet, paragliding
is almost unknown there. this is especially
interesting considering their penchant
new games/toys.
Andrew's claim that "by next year's elections they will have the members to control our associations ... " is pure fantasy.
Marie tells us in the November issue that
only 1350 members have renewed so far;
down from 2200. My understanding is
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. Rainbow Beach Hotel
Town & Country Toyota Gympie & Noosa
Radio Stations 4GY & 4SS
Sunshine Coast Newspapers
Mikado Motor Inn
Sheraton Noosa
NaraResort
Leo Muller Toyota Caboolture
Sun coast Hang Gliders
Castlemaine Perkins
Enterprise Wings
Moyes Gliders
Sea World Resort
Sjostrom Electronic Systems
Information from Steve Johnson (074) 941867

Mid North Coast Summer Fly-In
27th December 1990 to 2 January 1991
$10 entry fee, pilot limit 60
Please contact Lee Scott for information (065) 569692

1990/91 Australian Nationals
Mt Buffalo/Mt Emu
27th December to 5th January 1991
Entrants restricted to Advanced pilots only.

-------

Ent~y fee - $120; there will be an absolute limit of 120 pilots
maxunum.

1990 NSW State Titles
Dates: 15th to 23rd December to be held at Tumut
Contact David Jones (048) 894182 re entry fee and information.
Data back cameras will NQI be used.

Annual Rainbow Beach Fly-In
27th to 30th December 1990.
Briefing to be held in park opposite pub every morning about
8.30
It is a friendly comp including all 3 categories,
novice, intermediate and advanced with plenty
of prizes and trophies to be won. Trophies will
be awarded to the first 3 place getters in each of
the 3 categories. Other prizes will be: most
improved pilot, most helpful pilot, etc which will
help make this event a rewarding and enjoyable
three days.
Entry fee of $20 provides trophies and prizes,
4WD access if needed, plus free welcome BBO
and Presentation BBO
Sponsors of this event include:

Rainbow Waters Caravan Park
Rainbow Meats
Rainbow Beach Service Station
Gazebo Gardens Restaurant
Pines General Store
Rainbow Beach Caravan Park
Co%ola Hardware
Parker's Air Taxi
Rainbow Food Shop
Mamas Rainbow Beach Supermarket
6 SKYSAILOR December 1990

The Nationals will see the introduction of Data Back cameras as
an 'optional' method of recording starting times. Launch timers
will still be used, however pilots with these cameras who comply
with the requirements will have a decided advantage as they can
choose the moment of when to 'head off, instead of the 'hit or
miss' method as is the case on restricted launches.
The competition will be broken into 2 groups of evenly matched
pilots. After 5 days a reshuffle of the 2 groups will be made,
whereby there will be a top scoring group and a lower scoring
group. Each group will continue to fly for a further 5 days with
each group producing a 'Top 5'.

XS approaching S face, Bald Hill, Stanwell, p. Shane Herbert

Due to these dates being the busiest time of the year for
tourist accommodation you will have to book rum:: if you
want to get even a tent site! Please send entries to:
Australian Nationals 1990/91
C/- PO Box 170
Porepunkah VIC 3740
Enclose payment by money order/cheque (made payable
to Australian Nationals) and give your name, RGFA number, address, postcode and phone number.
ConfIrmation of entry will be sent upon receiving cheque
together with information package. Part of this will be the
'Visual Terminal Chart' for Albury Airport which you will
have to be thoroughly familiar with.
Intermediate pilots and late entries who don't make the 120
pilot maximum number can go into the pool of wind technicians.
Closing date will be 14th December.
Enquiries can be made to Stephen Ruffells on (057) 551724
AH & BR, Fax (057) 551677

Torvi! Cameron 'spot on' Crescent Hd Freestyle 1989 -J Scott

Adventura Pentathlon Relay

SEcond leg: Paragliders to race to landing area (details see
Brian Webb).

6th January 1991, Bright, Victoria, 9am till fInish (approx. 4
hours)
Fee - $25

Third leg: Where cyclists will set off along road to the top of Mt
Buffalo.

Needed: 30 hang glider pilots and 30 paraglider pilots

Fourth leg: Maintaining cyclists time splits, hang glider pilots
will launch and fly to Germantown to land beside Ovens River
(if you don't make it, you have to run there).

First leg: Athletes to run from main street in Bright to Mystic
Bowl launch to paraglider team mate.

Launch, Teewah, near Rainbow Beach 1989/90 - p.

Final leg: Where the canoeist team member will paddle
downstream to the fInish line in the centre of Bright.
Unfortunately no major sponsorship for this one. There will be
National media coverage to try to attract one for next year.
Keiran Tapsell: Spokesperson for television and public.
RuffellslWebblWithers Enterprises to supply a feast for final
World Team Fund Raiser and fInishing line festivities.
Interested? Please contact Jane Jarman on (048) 834022. Ensure you are current members of HGFA and suitably rated for
sites.

Forbes Flatlands 1991
Date:
9-19th January 1991
Competition HQ: Vandenburg Hotel (068) 522015
Accommodation Will need to be booked as this is a busy time
due to school holidays. Still some rooms available at Vandenburg at $13.50/night
Entry fee + Late fee:
The closing date for entries at the price of $150 was 30 November
1990 so any entries from now on will be charged the late fee of
$20. The only exceptions will be overseas pilots and Australian
pilots who were overseas until two weeks before 30 November
1990. Thanks to the pilots who have already entered - you make
the job of organisation much easier.
There has been a good deal of interest from overseas pilots, with
entries promised from UK, Germany, Switzerland and New
Zealand so far. All the Australian entries to date are from NSW
and Victoria - what's happened to all the other states?
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Anyone wishing to enter, but unable to form a team should
contact me as I 'may be able to put you in touch with other pilots
in the same position.
Anyone willing to drive for a team, please let me know as drivers
are always in short supply! Its a good way for inexperienced
pilots to find out what this great competition is all about, and
earn some pocket money at the same time.
Sponsors and Prizes
Sjostrom Electronic Systems - Variolaltimeter. Australia's
most popular soaring instrument and in demand overseas too!
Moyes Delta Gliders - $1000 discount off new XS
Enterprise Wings - $500 discount off new glider, perpetual
trophies
AirBorne Wind Sports - Aussie Skins flying suit
Alpine Paragliding - Two two-day paragliding courses - introductory or conversion, $500 discount off new paraglider
Future Wings - Two day paragliding conversion course,
Paragliding harness
Aussie Skins - Flying Jacket
Competition information booklet including town map, accommodation notes, rules, airspace, directions to paddock etc will
be sent on receipt of entry fee, which should be sent to:
Jenny Ganderton
"Boganol", Henry Lawson Way
Forbes NSW 2871
Ph: (068) 537220
Cheques should be made payable to J Ganderton Flatlands
Account.

1991 Corryong Cup
When - 11th to 15th January 1991
What to Bring - a recently repacked parachute, altimeter,
variometer, radio (UHF with channels 10 and 14) would be a
good idea. (Those pilots with VHF PM sets will need their
ground crews suitably geared up with parallel sets), maps; the
1:250000 series map of Tallangatta (sheet no. SJ 55-3) and the
1:100000 series map of Corryong (number 8425) would be useful. Other maps that you might like to add to your collection
are:
1:250000 series
1:100000 series
S155-15 Wagga Wagga
8325 Tallangatta
S1155-14 Jerilderie
8326 Holbrook
8426 Rosewood
SJ55-2 Wangaratta
8526 Yarrangobilly
S155-16 Canberra
How to Enter? Phone the club secretary on (042) 971923 prior
to 1st January so we can record your names and pilot details.
(NB We look like restricting numbers to 50 pilots!!) You must
pay your $20 entry fee and therefore confirm your entry in person
before 8pm on the evening of 10th January 1991 at the Indi Hotel
in Corryong!!
Harry Docking, (042) 967796
President, Illawarra Assoc

1991 Victorian Open Hang Gliding
Championships
25th January to 1st February 1991.
Location: The competition will be conducted in the Mt Beauty
area, including Mt Buffalo, Mt Emu, Murmungee, Tawonga Gap
and Gundowring with HQ at Mt Bogong Hotel, Tawonga.
Pilots must register prior to 22nd December 1990. Entries will
be limited to 60 maximum.
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Adam helps at the launch, Teewah, Rainbow B - P
Alex Appleby
Entry fee $90 (includes $20 bond). Films will be available at a
cost of $5.
Contact Wesley Hill, VHGA Competition Director, PO Box
400, Prahran VIC 3181, Ph Melbourne (03) 8077942, Mt Beauty
(057) 572946 or John Adams, 2 Drummond St, Tawonga Ph
(057) 572945

Stanwell Park Fly-In
26th January 1991- 28th January 1991
Please contact Jo or Derrick for more information (042) 942305
AH or (02) 9573025 BH

2nd Australian Paragliding Nationals
16th to 24th March 1991 (Note: new dates)
Venue: Bright, NE Victoria
All enquiries phone Brian Webb (057) 551753

International Paragliding Friendly
Tournament, Taiwan
29th March to 9th April 1991
Each country can send one team with 6 members, 1 leader and
1 coach. Prize money will be paid to 10th place. As the
Australian Nationals is being held around the same dates, Rick
Wilson has advised the organisers that Australia will not have an
official team to attend.
Individuals wishing to participate should contact Rick Wilson,
20 Neville Rd Thebarton 5031, (08) 2340516 as soon as possible.

1st Thredbo Paragliding Cup
(NOTE: New dates) 18th - 21st April 1991
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club will host what will become
an annual paragliding competition in Thredbo, the site of the 1st
Australian Paragliding Championships, and we are currently
talking to a multi-national company to make it a fully sponsored
event. Details of prizes, entry fee etc., will be made known later
but initial enquiries can be made to Stuart Andrews on (064)
576190 or PO Box 1, Thredbo Village NSW 2627.
Ent~y forms

will be posted out to all Paraglider Pilots currently
on the HGFA membership list and all pilots competing must
have a Paragliding Recreational licence.

2nd Women's World Hang Gliding
Championship

NOW AVAILABLE

1st to 14th July 1991 in Kossenffyrol, Austria using sites
in Kossen and Walchsee. HQ will be KossenGrenzlandhalle.

HGFA
OFFICIAL COMPETITIONS MANUAL
1990-91

Entry fee is approximately $1100 and covers accommodation and breakfast from 1st to 14th July, transport
to all take off areas, shuttle service for retrieval and
opening ceremony and good-bye party. Deadline for
entry fee is 1st April 1991. Data back cameras will be
used.

This is the official rule book for Competitions in the
1990/91 Season. Have you wondered how the
national ladder works and what your position on the
ladder is? Well its here too!

For more information interested pilots should contact
Marie Jeffery, Skysailor (066) 281991 or Birgit Svens on
(08) 2721337

The competition manual includes all the information
on the competition scene in Australia. Essential
reading for all pilots with competition aspirations.

World Paragliding Championships
September 7th - 22nd, 1991

PRICE $10
(incl postage)

Alpes de Haute-Provence, France
Further details from Paragliding Committee, Convenor
Brian Webb (057) 551753

NOW AVAILABLE
from the HGFA Executive Director.

New Phone Number for HGFA

Limited numbers will also be available from Competition Directors
at the NSW State Titles, The Nationals and the Flatlands.

Ian Jarman
(048) 834180 8am -.4pm

Suncoast Hang Gliders
DalesRd,
Palmwoods 4555
Ph. (074) 459185
UPRIGHT TUBING
Length makes two uprights
Ship 1 - 3 lengths East States
Extra freight & packing: SA, Vic & WA

STRONG
$27
$16
$5

INSTRUMENTS
The State of the Art Instrument Pack:
SJOSTROM Digital Vario/Altimeter
Cheap Altimeter
Casio Wrist watch Altimeters

$749
$45
$190

VARIO
The HUMMINGBIRD VE-12 Miniature.
The PROVEN PERFORMER at an Affordable Price thousands in use with approx. 99% Reliability.
Zero set, Sink Alarm Trip Point and Sensitivity all
adjustable externally. 12 months Warranty
$298
Quick clamp mounting kit
Hummingbird and Cheap Alt on mount arm

$25
$370

Parachutes, Pod harnesses, ASls, Helmets,
Bolle Sunglasses, Hand Fairings, Carabiners,
Hang Loops, Tow Bridles

Saturday - Sunday ~~_ .....
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INVITATION

to International Open Hang Gliding ChampionshIp

Dear friends:

Date
5 to 12 of January 1991.

Flying conditions in the central zone of
the Cordillera de los Andes during the
summer, as many of you know, are
excellent. Climate is very stable, and
even when some days have better conditions than others, every day is a good
flying day. During the summer season
we have no rainy days at all, just a few
cloudy days.

Style
Cross country open and pylon circuits
with time bonus.

Place
Cordillera de los Andes at the chilean
Central Volley, between the cities of los
Andes and Rancagua (160 km) .

For registraHon separate and send this tag .
Sres.:
Asociacibn Chilena de Vuelo Llbre.
Condor 874
Santiago - CHILE.
Phone: 15621334056

FAX : 562 334056

Please register the following pilots:

Programme
During the 8 competition days, there
are 2 programmed for cross country
open, .4 for pylon circuits and 2 will be
resting days.

Flights of more than 150 km are no so
hard to get. Average Hying height is
2000 m asl, but getting to 3500 m asl
is not too extraordinary. The challenge
is nice and the scenery is spectacular.

Price

The Championship is organized by the
Asociaci6n Chilena de Vuelo Libre
(Chilean Hang Gliding Ass'n) and
sponsored by the Direcci6n General de
Deportes y Recreaci6n (Notional Bureau for Sport and Recreation) and the
Fuerza Aerea de Chile (Chilean Air
Force) .

US$ 500 per pilot, which includes 8
days lodging (Aport Hotel with kitchenette and TV set), transportation to the
launching zone with lunch and rescue .
It also includes the opening cocktail and
the closing dinner.
US$ 350 per non competing portner,
which includes 8 days lodging, opening cocktail and closing dinner.

USS

Requisites

From :

Pilots FAI classification.
35 mm photographic camera _

Club

Registration

Adress

We have chosen the best portion of the
flying season to organize our IX International Open Championship. We will do
our best to make you enjoy a nice flying
time ..... ICome and join us!
~

.

-'

-- --:-~

CHILE' 99'

Deadline: December 1st. 1990
Fee: US$ 100, which will be deducted
from registration price.

and partners:

For which we are attaching a

$ - -- -- - - - check.

Name

Phone
FAX

YOU CANT MISS
THIS FLIGHT OPPORTUNITY.
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SEE YOU IN JANUARY.
Meanwhile may EOLO be with you.

1991
BOGONG CUP
VICfORIAN OPEN
HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Friday 25th JANUARY to Friday 1st FEBRUARY, 1991
PRIZES:

OVERALL WINNER - MOYES XS Hang Glider from

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS
2nd Overall - $1,000.00 discount on a RUMOUR from
SOLAR WINGS and AIRPOWER
1st B Grade - $500.00 discount on a glider from
ENTERPRISE WINGS
1st C Grade - $500.00 discount on a XC STING from
AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS
1st on a MOYES glider - $300.00 cash from
MOYES DELTA GLIDERS
2nd on a MOYES glider - $200.00 cash from
MOYES DELTA GLIDERS
3rd on a MOYES glider - $100.00 cash from
MOYES DELTA GLIDERS
plus DAILY PRIZES and TROPHIES
NATIONAL LADDER POINTS:
Last year the BOGONG CUP received
the 4th highest number of points on the National Ladder.
Can you afford to miss it this year?

~

Further details available rrom:
Wesley Hill. VHGA Competition Director.
PO Box 400. Prabran. 3181. ph - (03) 8077942
JOhD Adams. 2 Drummond Street, TawoDS• .
ph - (057) 572945

Suncoast Hang Gliders

the
SPRITE

introduces

NEVHGC IDe

A Beginner-Intermediate Glider developed
from our famous VISION series
After extensive testing of the keel pocketless
Vision MK 4 (note clones appearing), we
decided to go on producing a Refined Keel
pocket Glider with 60% Double Surface that
will carry the Beginner through to XC flying.
The SPRITE has:

* a very wide range of tuning from mushy to racey
*

VG - Variable Geometry Model with No Slack Side
Wires
* RACE Model with kevlar and ultraweave re-inforced
sail, rubber backed faired uprights, faired king post and
speed bar

from $2,600
Dealer Enquiries invited
Dales Road,
Palmwoods 4555

Ph. (074) 459185
The SPRITE is currently uncertified
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Dare Devil Duo Do It At Buffalo by Jacki Burns
On the morning of Friday 16th February, I
was rudely awakened at 7.30am by an excited
but anxious pilot who informed me that it was
'on'. A fitful night had been spend dreaming
about her first flight form the might granite
boulder, Mt Buffalo. Since the pilots were
not meeting until lOam, I moaned loudly,
rolled over and went back to sleep with the
fear at the back of my mind that the next time
I awoke, I could fmd a dive stick shoved up
my nostril by an over-excited Rose Fletcher.
Major violence nearly broke out when I
managed to stall proceedings by taking too
long in the shower. I was dragged out the
trusty Kawasaki with wet hair dripping down
my back and a hang loop cutting off my air.
As we roared down the road leading to the
home of Brian and Nikki Webb, I was acutely
aware of the spare upright prodding my
nether regions as I was urged to 'give the
Rose Fletcher, Buckland Ridge launch - p. Jacki Burns
throttle stick'. By the time we arrived at the
top of the 4WD track they call a driveway, it
the first time ever, we saw Dave hold a serious face for more than
was 10.30am. We were greeted by Skip, Craig and Dave 'The one minute.
Rave' Smith, a proven performer from the UK who had agreed
the week before, while under the influence, to take Rose off After a surprisingly short time on launch, on the count of three
they ran hell for leather down the ramp and were away. AmazBuffalo tandem.
ingly, they didn't drop the left wing, as Rose's head somehow
The launch was checked out and some serious money changed managed to become entangled with a rear luff line. The glider
hands as Jo, the TAB rep to Mt Buffalo, took bets from the seemed to have a severe roll problem. We weren't sure if this
Pommies on the success or failure of the flight.
was due to stalling wingtips, turbulence, or a battle of the sexes
As they practised the timing of their running on the slopes over control of the base bar.
leading to the cliffs edge, spectators were thrilled when they
nearly launched without the glider after the brakes on Rose's
Reeboks proved not up to scratch.

After a very fast flight, estimated at 60mph by police radar, they
hit sink city over the ridge leading to the Porepunkah airstrip,
and fresh bets were made on whether or not we would see a
tandem
tree landing. They could have easily made the Burrs
Damien volunteered to go off as wind dummy because the sight
bombout,
but Rose apparently refused to land there on her first
of blood makes him squeamish. Then launch time arrived. For
flight from Buffalo, and I wouldn't have argued with the pistol in
.--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-, her pod either, if I'd been Dave.
The flight plan, originally, was that Dave would launch
and land, and Rose would thermal it up to cloud base,
before making an attempt on the tandem cross country
world record. Unfortunately, due to turbulence and
poor conditions, these plans were abandoned like a
parachute with a hole in it, and they landed in an overgrown paddock 50 metres from the airstrip.
In fact, the grass was so high that they lost sight of each
other and the glider, then had to spend half an hour
searching for the harnesses. Popular opinion on launch
was of massive injuries incurred on landing, because the
glider was not seen to move for at least an hour.
Four hours later, I was fmally off the mountain and I set
off to track down Rose and Dave. The airstrip was
deserted, but I found Dave wandering around Brian and
Nikki's kitchen. He told me that Rose was "in one of her
moods" and that he had left her in Bright after they
hitch-hiked in because "you know how she gets when she
doesn't get to cloud base"! I found her at the cesspool,
also known as the goal house, and was able to congratulate her on a successful flight. That night saw a celebration at the pub.
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Service &Spares
Moyes gliders gives you
the best service for
spare parts. You can be
assured of prompt
after sales service when
you buy a Moyes glider.

Mt Cole

Glider Models

Challenge
Trophy
The Mt Cole trophy represents a real
challenge for world class pilots eager
to win this valuable prize of bronze.
The Beaufort community invites all eligible
pilots to 'have a crack' at winning this
coveted award. Come to Raglan and
see if you have what it takes!
DATE: March 10-1 6 (Labor Day W lend)
LOCATION: Mt. Cole/Raglan
RATING Novice with Alpine endorsement (min.)
ENTRY FEE: $60 ($20 bond inc.)
H.Q. Raglan Hall
FACILITIES:
Camping (Raglan Rec. Reserve, Beaufort Park Lake)
$1 per head per night, Power available for recharging
etc. Breakfast, hot food, drinks etc. available at HQ.

Competition details:
The Mt Cole Challenge Trophy is the highlight of the new
annual Mt Cole Hang-gliding Championships held
near Beaufort, Victoria.
This event-a race around the FIA Triangle
will be incorporated into the Championships.
Completion of the course to beat the fastest time,
(in compliance with FIA rules) wins the To Am httheatre
Mt Cole Challenge Trophy.
p
The Championships will attract
To Elmhurst
National Ladder Points
and will be sponsored
MtT~ole
by the Beaufort
Business community.
For competition details
contact VHGA Inc. Compo
PO BOX 400, Prahran, 3181
PH:
Other enquiries
to Ripon Shire Sec.
Ph: 492000
WestelTJ

Motel
To Ararat

&

fI/way

~

Ballarat

elboulTJe

"-Campina

Top of the Line
XS 155
$4568.43
XS 142
$4568.43
XS 169
$4568.43
With Scrim & Power Rib
All USHGMA Certified

XS Easy 155
XS Easy 165

$3277.00
$3277.00

New Model set up in 3 min
50 sec (with 3 people)

XS Easy 140

$3277.00

Good for pilots 68 kg
and under

Mission 170

$3049.64

Best flying, best resale
glider in the intermediate
market.

Mars 150 Icaro $2,800.00
Lightest glider (21 kg)
Excellent for women

Mars 170
Mars 190

$2576.36
$2633.20

Moyes Delta Gliders Pty. Ltd.
173 Bronte-Road, Waverley
N.S.W. 2024, Australia
Telephone (02) 387 5114
Facsimile (02) 387 4472

To Skipton
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Cross Country League Notes by Len Paton
Latitudes and Longitudes
Many pilots are reluctant to read latitudes and longitudes from
a map and assume it is tedious, difficult and complex. THIS IS
NOT SO. Reading lats and longs should be a simple 5 minute
task.
Let's begin with the basics. There are 360 degrees (360°) in a
circle, 60 minutes (60') in a degree and 60 seconds (60") in a
minute.
The earth is a sphere on which we need to describe our position
accurately.
Longitudes
Lines oflongitude are imaginary north-south lines on the earth's
surface called meridians. They are used to describe a relative
position either eastward or westward of a north-south datum
line. This datum (0" longitude) happens to be through London
(Greenwich). Longitudes are the vertical lines on a map. On
the equator a change in a degree of longitude is equivalent to 60
nautical miles (approx.ll0 kms) which means that a minute is 1
NM and a second is approximately 30 metres. However, you may
have noticed that the lines of longitude become closer spaced
further away from the equator and converge at the poles. In the
centre of Australia a degree is equivalent to 101.8 kms or 28.3
metres for each second.

intervals. JOINT OPERATIONS GRAPHIC maps, the latest
edition 1:250,000 topographic maps, have usefu115' interval lines
printed on them with l' graduations along these lines. When
buying new maps, insist on these more up to date JOINT
OPERATIONS GRAPHICs whenever possible. However if
you have earlier maps, using a pencil, faintly rule in these line on
your more regularly used maps. The reason for this I shall now
explain.
Proportional Scale Ruler
This handy device allows quick and accurate reading of co-ordinates without any fuss or arithmetic. It is a small ruler of a
specific physical length (see later), preferably made of clear
material, marked in small co-ordinate increments (eg 5 seconds)
up to 10' or 15' long (or whatever the smallest co-ordinating
interval on your map is).
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Place this ruler across the almost parallel lines of long. (or lat.
faintly pencilled or printed on your map. Angle the ruler obliquely so that both ruler end marks are exactly over the co-ordinate lines and at the same time the ruler edge is against the
position you wish to read. Now accurately judge the long. or lat.
(see diagram)

\
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:

s ••+h
Pole.

Latitudes
Lines of latitude are east-west lines parallel to the Equator.
Lines of latitude are used to describe a relative position either
northwards or southwards from the Equator. The Equator is
latitude 0°. The North Pole is latitude 900 N and the South Pole
is 900 S. Each change in degree of latitude is equivalent to 60
nautical miles regardless of position on the Earth's surface.
Using both latitudes and longitudes we can accurately describe
a position on the earth's surface to within 50 metres.
Maps
Firstly we require good topographic maps so that we can accurately pin-point positions. Also lats. and longs. need to be
accurately marked at suitable intervals on the map. For hang
gliding, a 1:250,000 or smaller scale map is suitable. (A 1:250,000
topographic costs about $6.50). A 1:250,000 topographic map
within Australia is 1.5° of long. wide and 1° of lat. high. Along
the borders will be marks representing 10', 15' or 20' intervals.
These may be defmed even more regularly down to 5' intervals
by an alternating light and dark edge. Across the map may be
faint crosses indicating the intersections of these long. and lat.
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You will need a separate ruler for different scale maps. Readings as fme as 5 seconds should be possible from a 1:250,000 map
while accuracy down to 1 second may be possible on 1:100,000
maps. A 15' proportional ruler for 1:250,000 maps will physically
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need to be 115 mm long so that it can bridge across the largest
possible 15' interval on a map (tat. or long.).
Alternative ways to make a Proportional Ruler:
1. Draw the ruler on the edge of paper to the correct scale and
physical length.
2. Draw the ruler with appropriate minute and second increments to a large easily drawable size then reduce with a
photocopier to required size. This could be photocopies onto
transparent sheets as used for overhead projectors.
3. Get a friendly engineer/draftsman to draw some up and print
them onto mapping mylar, like I've done. Available for $1 with
your XC League entry!

Normal Ruler
With a normal stationery ruler and a very simple calculator (or
brain), co-ordinates can be accurately read.
In the proximity of your pin pointed position on the map,
measure the distance between 2 parallel co-ordinate lines to the
nearest 0.1 mm. For longitude, measure to your pin point position form the longitudinal line immediately to the left. Likewise,
for latitude co-ordinates, measure from the latitude line immediately above your position. Do a proportional calculation.
E.g.

15' intervals on map.
Measured 110.2 mm for 15' of latitude.
Measured 42.4 mm to position from lat.
line 33°45' immediately above.
15' x.A2A = 5.77'
110.2
Add the whole minutes to 33°45' and convert
any remaining fractions of a minute to seconds.
0.77' x 60

=

46.2"

Lat. is 33 50' 46"
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
Quiz

1. Beginning on the Equator, due south of London, you travel
eastward one third of the way around the Earth's circumference. Using an atlas, where are you and what are your
co-ordinates?
2. From your position in the previous question, you travel one
third of the way to the South Pole. What are your co-ordinates and what is the nearest reasonable size place of
human habitation?
3. Back on the Equator, you change position by 1° of lat. and 1°
of long. How far have you travelled in kms. (Hint - use
Pythagoras'theorem).
4. In the centre of Australia, you change position by 1° of lat.
and 1° of long. How far have you travelled in kms?
Answers on page 20. Don't cheat!

Next month - Greater Circle Distance

I

.~
courses available ...
Conversion Course
for hang glider pilots (two days) ................ $200
Introductory Course
including tandem flight (one day) .............. $120
HGFA Certfication Course
for complete beginners (six days) .............. $660
Coastal Conversion Course (one day) ....... $100
Towing Course (two days) ......................... $200

canopies available ...
prices from $1,499
Airman Edel- sizes available (sq. m.) ..... 24,27
Airman XC ..................................................... 24
Airwave Black Magic ........................ 22, 24, 27
North Para Solution ................................. 23,26
Nova Trend .............................................. 24, 27
Nova CXC ......................................... 21,25,28
Falhawk Athlete ........................... 19, 22, 24, 27
Falhawk Neo ................................ 19,22,24,27
Skyline AC ..................................................... 22
lTV Vega ............................................ full range
lTV Meteor ......................................... full range
Please note: FUlure Wings Paragliding will only sell paragliders to licenced pilots

(042) 674 571t
46 GEORGE AVE. BULLI NSW 2516
FAX: (042) 681 101
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Moyes Clothes
We now make a light
hooded jacket made
from neon-nylon with
XS print.
Pink and Blue
$85.00

T-Shirts
Fluro colours
"xs" in raised lettering
Colours - Yellow,
Orange and Green
$25.00

Collared T-Shirts
Front- "xs"
Back - "Moyes Team"
Colours - White, Blue
$25.00

Flying Jackets
100% cotton, Navy Blue
$110.00

Flying Suits
100% cotton, Navy Blue
$190.00

New Helmets
Headway 701
$74.00

Moyes Delta Gliders Pty. Ltd.
173 Bronte Road, Waverley
N.S.W. 2024, Australia
Telephone (02) 387 5114
Facsimile (02) 387 4472
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LC~op~a~ur~ip~ <2u~ 1~90_ by _Cra~g ~ort~
Myoid mate Joe Scott rang a few weeks
prior to the October long weekend to say
he just had to go to Eungella, lucky bugger! So he elected me to run the Coopla
Cup, conned again!
The weather forecast looked great for
some exceptional flying. As often is the
case, the forecast was correct but the
weather didn't read it. A trough
deepened off the coast, bringing SE winds
and too much instability. Launch timing
became critical with cloud over-developing several times each day.
Saturday's task was a few laps of the valley. Phil Beck flew about half the task
distance to win the day with Lee Scott,
dragging himself away from his students
for just the one day, not far behind.
Sunday morning saw us heading up the
mountain in cloud. Several of us
launched as soon as the sun broke and
soon found ourselves on the ground
around the first turn point. The more
patient pilots launching later did better
with Warren Burgess and Bob Barnes
winning the day.
Monday's weather was again mediocre
with cloud developing quickly. Phil Beck
showed exceptional skill to grovel 14 kms

to win the day and the Cup. Warren Burgess took home the runner-up Cup and
Suzy Gneist, The Encouragement Award.
The flying wasn't as good as it can be at
Coopla but the site again proved that
good flying is possible even in less than
average weather.
The new owner has built cabins at Delray
where we camp and assures us that the
camping facilities will be upgraded by
next year - at last!!
The 40 or so pilots, some from as far away
as Melbourne, enjoyed the relaxed atmosphere of the weekend and most said they
will be back next year.
I would like to thank Grant Armstrong
and the other members ofthe Mid-North
Coast HGA for their assistance.
The fmal results were:
1.
2.
3.
=

4.

=

8.

European
Paragliding
Distance Record

11.
12.
13.

A new distance record was set by 19
year old Dominik Muller on a Firebird
F-1. After a 5 hour flight over the Alps,
dominik touched down 107 km from
his starting point. The German pilot
had started from Oberstdorf in the
southern part of Germany on Sunday
22nd July at 12.33pm.
After crossing some of the highest
mountains in Austria, he eventually
landed 67 miles later in the Italian
South Tyrol at 5.20pm. Dominik
reached a maximum height of 13,320
feet during his flight over the Alps.
The record flight, by a pilot who has
had only four years experience at the
sport, has been greeted with incredulity by Europe's paragliding community.
Normally long distance records have
been set in ideal conditions in Namibia
in southern Africa, where the current
world record of 137km was set. But
Dominik's record, documented by
photographs and barograph readings,
was reached over jagged peaks in difficult conditions.

16.
17.

= 14.

=

18.

=

20.

=

23.

25.
26.
=

27.

=

30.

PhilBeck
Warren Burgess
Bob Barnes
Alistair Bramwell-Davis
John Ritchie
Mark Moulston
Craig Worth
Andy Phillips
Giles Patterson
Garth Wimbush
Craig Docherty
Andrew Wunderlich
Ray Cassar
Andrew Netherby
Peter Cairns
Mark Oliffe
Rolf Muller
Suzy Gneist
Bruce Williams
Martin PoWs
AJWilliams
Ali Cimen
Paul Giessler
Wes Hill
Leith Silva
Greg Smart
Steve Fisher
Phil Daniels
Geoff Robertson
Everybody else!

ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
GARRY STEVENSON
34 Cambra Road, Belmont,GEELONG, Vic.
Ph 018 351 389, AH/Fax 052 432185
Onshore Paragliders are pleased to announce a range of fully certified paragliders for 1991.

Manufactured by Paracond Corporation and currently being sold in Europe, The U.S.A., and Japan. The
prime concern is safety first and performance second. All paragliders have passed the certification
standards of Gutesiegel (Germ'/Swit.), PI (Jap.) and Acfpuls(Fr.).
For the complete beginner. Easy to launch and fly. Modest performance with pricing to match, the Jet and
Duck models are a good point to start. More than 2500 sold over the last 3 years, the paraglider has proved
an ideal learning canopy.
For the intermediate pilot. Just as easy to launch and fly as the Jet and Duck but with a glide ratio of 5:1.
The FD/Jaguar is forgiving enough to be used by complete beginners and continue with enough
performance to satisfy intermediate pilots. 3200 sold over the last two years.
For advanced pilots who demand a paraglider to suit all conditions. The Psychic canopy has exceptional
wind penetration and stability in strong gusty conditions. Whether ridge soaring or thermalling, the Psychic
is a very versatile paraglider. 650 sold since 1989.
For the ultimate in performance the Malibu has few peers. A glide ratio of 6.6 on the Malibu 23 ensures
lift on the lightest breeze. It can be ridge soared on as little as 5-8 knts! Accelerator system allows good
penetration in stronger winds. An exceptional thermalling paraglider the Malibu is for the pilot who
demands the best possible performance without sacrificing safety from the latest designs. Available only
this year, 210 Malibu's have been sold already.

Also available - Tandem and Competition Models

23

65-85

26

75-110

. A Class 1 rating means that the canopy Will recover from a stall, tuck or \.<VUCIIJ::II:i
signifies t~at some action be undertaken by the pilot to correct -..vu.u.I-'" ......
could require a series of actions to correct collapse; Notet4at all mte~rmedl;ate/ad"ran(;edpar·aglid
pending Class 1. .
.
.. .
. .
<.UJ.U

* Currently undergoing Acfpuls certification for Class 1 rating
* ~ Jaguar is alsoavailablein polyester (add $100) . . . .... . . •. . . . . . ...... ..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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FREESTYLE ....... just banging around? by John Haije
There possibly has not been a more controversial subject in our sport than the
arguments for and against freestyle flight
and particularly, freestyle competition.
So, what is freestyle flight? Freestyle involves flying a hang glider using a combination of bank changes and manoeuvers
incorporated into one smooth, fluent
flight which is judged on its continuity and
accuracy and innovation from take-off to
landing. IT'S NOT AEROBATICS or
dangerous manoeuvers, but more likened
to a form of aerial ballet.
Freestyle is an art form that was taken by
surfers into the air in the early days of our
sport. The tradition of surfer's "hot dogging" their boards on a wave was translated into the mode of flight when hang
gliding was really "taking off'.

spend big! So what attracts the media?
SPECfACLE! The media literally laps
up any spectacle that will arouse an
audience. The spectacle of gliders performing aerial ballet, accompanied by a
relevant musical piece, seemingly defying
danger and the elements, satisfying man's
earliest dreams of flight whilst quenching
the thirst for excitement, is just what
programmes like the high rating Sports
Sunday and Sports World are looking for.
Exposure on these programmes adds up
to exposure for sponsors. Exposure for
sponsors adds up to BIG DOLLARS.
The money spent on the Surfmg circuit,
Golfmg circuit and Tennis circuit is well
known and legendary. Sponsorship for
hang gliding events, whilst existing, is

Arguments against freestyle have
ranged from concern over pilots "doing
50 mph 2 feet off the ground" through to
"its dangerous as it encourages other
pilots to emulate the feats of freestyle
competitors". Some quarters express
concern for the safety of spectators and
others are just dead against it (in some
cases, merely because the opponent
can't manage, or is incapable of top
landing - till now a pre-requisite of all
freestyle competitions).
Other arguments don't aim to shoot
freestyle itself, down, but are directed at
the manner in which freestyle competition is conducted. Concern over "in
hang" manoeuvers or point scoring for
out-of-the-ordinary techniques has
been paramount at recent events.
Whilst these arguments gather and take
force, people tend to lose sight of the
positive side of this component of our
.
sport. People forget to realise the P.R. Dane Snelling, Freestyle Comp, Long Reef
value of freestyle competition. The
- p. Chris Hammond
public can relate much more to the
sparse due to the low profile of the
spectacle for banking gliders right before events.'
their eyes, from take off to landing, than
they can to a group of gliders launching Freestyle events such as the 1MB World
from some remote site and disappearing Masters and Crescent Head Tavern
Freestyle have shown what the exposure
into the distance.
of a freestyle event has on sponsors. The
It is this high proflle that will serve to business houses of Crescent Head are all
attract those big sponsorship dollars that,
rallying behind another freestyle event for
in general, tend to allude us as a sport. If that venue early next year, mindful of the
MacDonald's can pay a sportsman money the event brings into local busihundreds of thousands of dollars to wear nesses.
their logo on his shirt, why can't they pay
a pilot, or sponsor an event, that will lead The Long Reef freestyle event brought
to a commercial viability for the or- people out of the woodwork! Sports
photographers abounded, Channel 2 sent
ganisers.
a chopper and crew for most of the day
The answer is simple - EXPOSURE! If a and the hill was r-rowded - not bad for a
sponsor can get exposure, particularly working Friday!
through the media, they will spend, and
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So where is freestyle headed? With the
sport polarised into 2 camps - those for
and those against - the need for a standardisation of freestyle events is obvious as
freestyle is here to stay! The Australian
Freestyle Association has been born out
of a necessity to develop and standardise
freestyle competition;
to set safety standards, points system and
regulate types of flight;
to bring into existence a rating system that
will actually allow even Novice pilots to
compete in Novice Comps where the
skills demanded are basic and bottom
landings required.
The Association is NOT an alternative to
the HGFA or State Associations but,
hopefully after the 1990 Convention, a
PART OF IT, allowing freestyle competition to develop in harmony with its
cross-country counterpart. It is not a
group of elite, hotshot pilots who
ONLY throw gliders around, but a
group of ordinary members who can
visualise a circuit that is sponsored to
the degree that pilots and organisers
can actually earn a living out of their
sport as professional surfers, golfers
and tennis players do. Just ask the
average hang gliding school today if
they have a tax problem (remember, tax
problems ONLY come if you're
making the money!).
The Association is not a body that will
hold formal meetings, charge for membership or become a bureaucracy - it is
just a bunch of guys (and gals if you
want to be a part of it) who want to help
the sport grow. It is YOU that the Association is aimed at and it is YOU that
it is looking to for constructive criticism
and suggestions (no knockers please!).

Most importantly, it is a bunch of
HGFA members who are working
within its framework to promote this style
of flight which has existed from the earliest days of the sport. Remember "hot
dogging" the glider was a way of life long
before cross country came along. So
remember, next time you what a glider,
think of approaching a sponsor - 170 sq.
ft. of advertising space that lasts for a few
years is good value! And when seeing
guys "throwing it around" - don't knock
them - talk to them.
As for freestyle, and its future, please
send in your commends - either through
this mag, or c/- The Administrator at
HGFA, PO Box 4, Exeter NSW 2579.
See you all up there (either sideways, or
in circles)!

With the promise of warm weather, good
flying conditions and healthy prize
money, the Cairns Club saw 38 pilots assemble amongst the gum trees for the first
day of the competition on Saturday morning. There was even a practise day on
Friday which saw a lot of the visitors enjoying the views and airtime.
Because of the very blue sky and suspect
conditions, a task of enormous proportions was called; to go over the back past
the lake and onto Dimbula, which, as the
crow flies, is around 68 kms. Well the
inversion layer was found at approximately 4200' which meant you had a ground
clearance of 2000' if you wanted to start
your flight ot the goal area.
Everyone was waiting for everyone else to
make the first move and test the air behind the range. An American visitor,
Clay by name, was the first to go but a very
solid glide was all he achieved. So
patience was put to the test and another
half hour went by then there was a collective rush of the air over the back. To cut
a long story short, the best glide went to
Ray Parsons from Cairns, who managed
a light bubble which took him 6.1 kms.
The rest of the group followed up with a
minimum of 1.3 kms and a couple of pilots
developed Pub Suck which was not a bad
way to spend the late afternoon.
Anyone who has been to Cairns for a
Gillies comp will tell you that the weekend
is a great party with a little hang gliding
thrown in. This was particularly evident
on Saturday night when the party tricks
started with a limbo competition. This

went down to
the wire between Hiro
from Japan
who definitely was the
c row d
favourite with
his
John
Travolta Style
and the one
and only Ally
fro m
Townsville
who had a
head dunk
style which
was to say at
the very least
controversial.
Ally took the prize of a pair of gold nuggets, made into earrings, donated by Dan
Morrison, but promptly donated them
back for next year's compo
Sunday, day 2; more blue sky but also no
inversion and the promise of a better day.
Because of miscalling the previous day,
the comp committee left the task calling
until late in the morning. After one of the
pilots played wind dummy (sorry, technician) and went straight up to 6000' the
task was set to Dimbula, 68 kms away and
then back again.
No dramas with getting the field away but
the lift was elusive. Some pilots managed
to get very good height while others
stayed too long on the ridge and missed
out on the high lift part of the day. Every
different direction was available to the
pilots that went over the lake; the
lift was large and plentiful once the
dark red volcanic soil was reached
and the gaggles spread out and 'following the leader' was abandoned.
Some interesting tactics were applied to flying the open scrub
country about half way to Dimbula;
some pilots elected to stay around
the foothills while others went ot
the paddocks which had been burnt
off recently. All had mixed fortunes
with about 10 pilots reaching the
turnpoint.
The return into the headwind
meant that the very best of the
remaining pilots had to get height;
the best of these our local miner
Dan Morrison went around 5 kms,
followed by a group of3 or 4 including Ethel, always there, Dave Evans
(don't know how he did it) and
surprise, 'Beuf Stienman' B-grade
pilot flying very well, 18 months

flying time all up. Also at the turnpoint,
Peter Aiken and local pilot on a new Foil,
Ian Graham who experience his best yet
cross country flight.
As usual the Sunday night festivities went
well into the night. The prizes for hang
gliding were given out before the deadly
punch took affect. After Beuf Stienman
managed to squeeze his head through the
car door with a big smile he took the cash
and trophy for 1st place in B Grade followed by Ian McLean who flies a very old
'Esprit' very well, and Steve Brown 3rd,
our visitor from South Australia. Jamie
Gardner from Townsville, 4th.
In the big boys competition, A Grade,
there was a very close points score between Dan Morrison still flying an old
Foil and Peter Aiken, who managed a
good glide in the right direction on Saturday, and Ethel. Peter took 1st prize with
a big smile, trophy, plus a whopping $800
in cash. Far too much money for a
weekend comp!! Ethel 2nd, Mr Consistent Dan 3rd and our hang over specialist
Dave Staver took 4th. Vern Middleton
5th, Cmac 6th, Gillie 7th, Kevin Gilligan
from Giligan's Island 8th ...
The achievement prized donated by
Enterprise Wings, Moyes Gliders and Air
Borne Winds ports were given to the best
unorthodox landing, Murray Williamson;
best female pilot, Marjorie Beattie; best
achieved for individual flight, Hiro from
Japan.
All in all a great weekend thanks to all the
people who made it possible especially all
the ladies who helped with the lunches
and food preparation. Also the pick-up
divers who worked hard on Sunday and
also thanks to Alf Carter for his great
organising for glider set-up. See you all in
the air next year.
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Stop Press
The CAA has requested that all hang gliding activities cease immediately in the Mt Nebo, SouthEast Queensland area. The area is in military
controlled airspace and no approval has been given
for operations in this area.
Any breaches of this airspace will result in DIRECT
LEGAL ACTION against the offending parties. It is
suggested that a working party be assembled by interested persons to formulate a proposal to Amberley and the CAA SMety and Regulation Group.
Consideration would then be given to use of the site.
Neil Schaefer, President
Queensland Hang Gliding Assoc Inc

Answers to Quiz
(from page 15)
1.

Sulawesi in the Celebes (Indonesia), lat. 0°, long. 120°E.

2.

Lat. 300 S, long. 1200 E, Kalgoorlie, 160 kms to the SE

3.

155.6 kms (1102 x 2)

4.

149.9 kms (1102

+ 101.82)

FA! Update
World Records certified between 1
July and 30 September 1990

1. Class 0 (hang glider)
Sub class 03 (Parascending)
Out and Return Distance - 64.2Bkm
Josef Bachmair (Austria)
Paraglider NOVA
Weyer Kirche-Schmittenhohe
5th May 1990
2. Class R-1 (Microlights)
Distance in a straight line with a
limited quantity of fuel - 396.952km
Pilot: Yves Rousseau (France)
Aircraft: Colt Ascender
22nd October 1989
World Record Attempts Notifications
(No 5 - 24.9.90)

1. Aero Club of Canada
Class 0 (Hang gliding)
Sub-class 01 (flexible - mono)
Out and Return 200 km course speed
record - 30.769 km!h
Jean-Claude Hauchecorne (Canada)
Mt Seven British Columbia, Canada
20th July 1990
2. Deutscher Aero Club (FRG)
Class 0 (Hang Gliding)
Sub-class 01 (flexible - mono)
Distance over a triangular course - 168
Ian
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Three pilots: Uli Blumenthal, Markus
Hangstangl and Sepp Singhammer
St Andre des Alpes (France)
9th. August 1990
3. Aero Club de France
Class R1 (Ultralight)
Speed over a 1000 km closed circuit:
75kmJh
Andre Georges LAFITTE (France)
Cosmos
14th July 1990
4. Class 0 (hang gliding)
Sub-class 01 (flexible - mono)
Distance via a turnpoint - 250 km
Christian Durif (France)
Owens Valley California USA
3rd July 1990
5. Class 0 (hang gliding)
Sub-class 01 (flexible - mono)
Out and Return Distance - 167 km
Christian Durif (France)
22nd August 1990
6. National Aeronautic Association
(USA)
Class 0 (hang gliding)
Sub-class 01 (flexible - mono)
Category: Feminine
Distance Out and Return - 292.838 km
Kari Castle (USA)
Hobbs, New Mexico
3rd July 1990

7. Class 0 (Hang gliding)
Sub-class 01 (flexible - mono)
Category: General
Distance in a straight line - 484 Ian
Distance to a goal - 484 km
Larry Tudor (USA)
Wills Wing
Hobbs New Mexico
3rd July 1990
8. Class 0 (hang gliding)
Sub-class 01 (flexible - mono)
Speed over a 50 km triangular course 34.103 km!h
Jim Lee (USA)
13th September 1990
9. Royal Aero Club of United Kingdom
Class 0 (hang gliding)
Sub-class 01 (flexible - mono)
Speed over a 25 Ian triangular course 48.38km!h
Mark Dale (UK)
St Andre des Alpes (France)
9th August 1990

If you want to see your name on this
list, you can start by getting an "FAI
Codes and Records" pack.
Send $10 to:
Denis Cummings
PO Box 741
Byron Bay NSW 2481

~W()Hj "'briCeHifica!ion
by. ~iIIlVloyes,;""
Dear Marie
I've been asked many questions on certification and why we build the 155 XS with
a taller kingpostfor the USA and Canadian
market. To ease the mind of those with a 1
metre king post, I have written this short
article on the 3 certification systems and
some information on the test results.
Manufacture of commercial hang gliders
began here in Australia in 1966. Within a
few years it had spread to America, where
the sport exploded in the excellent
Californian conditions. There, manufacturers opened up on every block and
naturally California was the first to experience a rash of disasters. In 1976,
America experienced so many accidents
that claims on manufacturers closed 106
small shops.
The remaining manufacturers recognised
the need for an improved public image
and formed together to begin the
USHGMA. This body discussed and
designed tests for the test in structural
strength and flight stability.

so achieve a positive and negative test
with known results.
The Swiss have a similar test device and
the result is that gliders that will pass
German and Swiss tests will fail the US
tests. The US test is often too severe.
America has become the land of tall king
posts because of the high negative Load
Tests.
The Pitch Tests
The greatest problem that gliders encounter is tumbling. This is believed to be
a lack oflow speed pitch stability. The US
tests begin with a minimum speed requirement of 32 kph, while the Germans
believe that 40 kph should be the minimum test speed and the Swiss believe that
the acid test is a drop test.
Gliders that will pass the German minimum speed requirement can fail the US
minimum and the Germans demand a
high speed pitch test at 100 kph, while the
US maximum demand is 80 kph.

The XS is still in production in Europe
with a 1 metre king post and meets
European standards. At positive 6G and
negative 4G for a 120 kg pilot, but in
America mathematics don't count and
the negative test is conducted at 46 mph.
A revolution is gaining momentum within
the ranks of the world's manufacturers.
We would like to see a common standard.
The money we waste attempting to satisfy
the demands in each system is your money
as the costs must be eventually passed to
the consumer.
The main US Test Rig is owned and
operated by Mark West. Mark has this
season just built a new test rig complete
with load cells and electronic instruments
that can measure load and pitch forces,
and change pitch during the test. Steve
and Mark made an interesting discovery
during these tests that I expect will influence future Certification Tests.
The three main nations now have similar
test rigs and we hope that with some communication between these and a little
pressure form manufacturers and you, the
customers, we will soon evolve one set of
tests.

You think that you are confused, then put
yourself in the place of an Australian
manufacturer. We tested the XS here in
Australia. It passed in Switzerland and
Lacking sophisticated test instruments or Germany, but in America we had to exwind tunnel facilities the gliders were tend the king post from 1 metre to 1.2
simply bolted on the roof tops of test metres to pass the negative structural test.
vehicles and driven at pre- r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
determined speeds and
various angles of incidence for
structural tests and pitch tests.
These tests were adequate for
that time and there was an immediate improvement in the
,~~--------------~~~----------Q
stability of gliders that were
built to meet these tests.
The success of the US Testing
Programme encouraged both
the Swiss HGA and the German DHV to develop similar
programmes. Unfortunately,
although I was present at the
original meetings between the
Big 3, I could not convince
them that we needed a common testing programme, and
today we have 3 programmes
that each demand a different
result from a glider.
The structural tests conducted
in America are carried out at
fixed speeds. The negative
tests are conducted at 46 mph
and this test imposes a high
load on the negative rigging
and cross bar.
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The Germans were the first to
include load cells and measure
the true load of the glider and
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The following graphs represent the forces
the glider experienced during a high continued from previous page ...
speed run at 65 mph during pitch rotation.
The load overshoot just pre stall at 22
degree angle of incidence w~ alarming
and this potential force is the reason that
we need a good cross bar and cross bar
junctions.

From: Mark West
Bill

Please find enclosed in this transmission a
"chart-type" output and data sheets from
the "XS 155" positive load test, exhibiting
the phenomenon of tIC L" or ''Lift-overshoot". As the angle of attack is increased,
a higher momentary resultant is experienced then would normally be seen in
a steady state constant angle test. Helicopters depend on this condition to fly. The
overshoot is somewhat dependent on the
rate of angle change.
On this test an "overshoot" of approx. 35%
is shown over the "recovery" fixed angle
load. The L/D and CM curves render other
information about the nature of this beast.

Stop Press
In an effort to promote safe flying at
Flinders, one of Victoria's most popular
sites, the executive of the Skyhigh
Paragliding Club has ruled that the following rules will apply. It is the responsibility of all pilots to obey these rules and
all safety officers to actively regulate the
activities of all pilots at this sensitive site.

1.

2.

There shall be a limit of three
paragliders flying in the bowl at any
one time.
Limit flights to 30 minutes if there
are other pilots waiting to take off.

3.

There shall be strict adherence at
ALL times to the rules of flight.

4.

There is a total ban on aerobatics
anywhere near the ramp.
As usual remember, no wraps on the
golf course, no top landings, no
climbing the cliff except on pathways
provided.

It is the responsibility of all safety officers
(including hang glider pilots) to regulate
the activities of all pilots (including hang
gliders) at this sensitive and popular site.
This club is taking this action as a positive
step towards promoting safe flying for all
who use the sky.

» Robin Gauld
VHGA Paragliding Rep
Skyhigh Paragliding Committee
Ph: (03) 3207000 W
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Insurance Transit Coverage For HGFA Members
Dear Marie,
There has been a lot of discussion recently in your "Skysailor" magazine about insurance
coverage for your members' hangliders.
I have been asked by one of your members to undertake research in this area. As
Insurance Agents we have access to a number of General Insurance Companies and I
have asked them what sort of insurance coverage and the extent of coverage they are
prepared to offer your members.
One Insurance company - "Australian Eagle" is interested (seems an appropriate name
knowing that your members soar like eagles). The extent of coverage offered by them,
and also the cost, is very much dependent on the numbers of your members who will
participate.
At this time the following coverage is offered by Australian Eagle for consideration of
your members:
Damage due to Fire, Flood, Collision and/or Overturning of the conveying vehicle
PLUS theft of equipment from securely locked vehicle.
The coverage is Australia wide.
The sum insured for anyone loss will of course vary from member to member and is
open to negotiation with the Underwriter but the premium cost has been based on a
maximum of $8,000 per member.
The premium cost is expected to be approx. $25 - $30 per member per year. This
amount is very much dependent on the number of your members who indicate a desire
to be. involved. Obviously the more · members who are involved the cheaper the
preInlum.
At this time theft from roofracks is not offered or covered, however Australian Eagle
may be prepared to reconsider this risk - again dependent on the number of your
members who would beprepared to participate. Theft from securely locked home may
also be considered as an extension to this Policy by Australian Eagle ( sporting
equipment may not be covered and be an exclusion under some Domestic Contents
Policies).
I now need to give Australian Eagle a clear picture of the number of your members
who are prepared to be involved. To this end I need your members to respond to the
attached questionnaire by say the end of January 1991. All information supplied to us
is confidential.
I will recontact you once this data has been collated and I have talked with Australian
Eagle and discussed the exact extent of coverage they are prepared to offer and their
final premium rates.
Y ours sincerely,

Grant Smith
Principal

12/11/90

[1

YES I would be interested in Insuring my Hanglider, harness & instruments with
Australian Eagle and the replacement cost of my Hanglider, harness & instruments is $_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

[1

NO I am not interested in this type of insurance.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address:

'----------------------

State:._ _ _ Postcode:, _ _ _ _ _ Telephone ( ) _ _ _ _ _ __
Please return this form by the 31 January 1991 to:
Alstonville Insurance Agents,
Suite 2, Colonial Building, Main St; Alstonville NSW 2477

The Edge

AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS Pty. Ltd
Unit 12/30 Kalaroo Road
Readhead NSW 2290
Australia
Phone (049) 499072
Fax (049) 499395

The Sting and the Edge are
not currently certified

The
What more can we s

?

•
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For beginners to advanced pilots
Training hills and slopes for every wi
Control training • Professional certifi·
in courses all year round • Landing
Mountain • Minute's access to soari
tion • Tow and Thermal courses • 1
And for the individua1 and famiJ)
Sailing • Windsurfing • Canoeing .
tion and meals • 20 minutes to sed
Laurieton, Pt Macquarie and Three sl
most beautiful properties on the ec
Where are we?
Just 30 minutes north of Three on tt
Contact Lee Scott. Manager on (06~
for any further information.
High Adventure Airpark formerJ~

GENTlE GRASSY TRAINING SLOPES ARE
LITERALLY ON THE DOORSTEP.

-ligh Adventure Airpark is proud to
mnounce the opening of Australia's
irst privately owned training and
ecreational airpark for Hang-Gliding
md Ultralights.
This establishment is located on 460
)icturesque acres and is surrounded by
3ke and deep river frontage, on the
)eautiful Mid North Coast of NSW.
I,.lready known for its abundance of
oaring sites, glorious views, beaches
nd wide open spaces, the park offers
1e ultimate in training and airtime
2creation for the individual and family
like.
•ffer:
:ection • Weight shift and Three Axis
tructors of the highest standard • Live
:or the famous 1800 I Middle Brother
d thermal sites ,for every wind direcps four directions.
eation we also offer:
~ • Camping • Modern accommodamd unpolluted beaches • Central to
19 centres • Relaxation on one of the
1st of NSW.

ific Highway, Johns River.
692 or (065) 56 5265
North Coast Gliders.

WIDE OPEN, TREElESS WINCH PLAINS
ARE AYAIWlE 10 MINUTES SOUTH OF
THE AIRPARK (SEE SOUTH AND NORTH BROTHER
IN THE DISTANCE).

--

ALPINE PARAGLIDING
Brian and Nikki Webb
PO Box 3 BRIGHT VIC 3741
Tel: 057 551753
Fax: 057 551677

PARAGLIDER PROFESSIONALS
Learn to Paraglide at Bright, the Paragliding Centre of Australia. The
Bright area is already world renowned for Hang Gliding. Now the same
superb facilities are available for Paragliding

Year round tuition - 7 Days a week
2 Day Introductory
7 Day HGFA Licence
2 Day Hang Glider to Paraglider conversion
2 Day Paraglider Thermalling & XC
4 Day Paraglider to Hang Glider conversion

$220
$770
$220
$220
$440

Paraglider Insurance
Theft or loss through forcible entry
Direct physical damage from an external cause

$100 pa

PARAGLIDING
Para Pacific Monarch - Intermediate/
Advanced
Brand new canopy from New Zealand
Open leading edge, no battens, very very
easy to deploy, accelarator bar, 45kmh top
speed, good for stronger sea breezes, very
good in thermals. Excellent value. Price
includes harness, bag & accelerator bar
Sizes: 21, 24, 26 square meters

USE D
AIRWAVE Black Magics (4)

SHOP
$2,638-2,999
including
harness
& bag

$2,499 Black Magic - Beginners to
Intemediate
Sizes: 22, 24, 27 square meters
Standard : ACPFULS/DHV Gutesiegel

$45
pp

Reserve Re-packing Service, Be sure
Re-packing by an APF qualified rigger

FALHAWK
Neo - Beginner/Intermediate
$2,680-3,219
New entry level canopy, as expected
from Falhawk good quality and good handling
Sizes: 19, 22, 24, 27 square metres
Standard: ACFPULS 1
$2,810-3,234
Athlete -Intermediate/Advanced
Superb Paraglider, excellent speed range
Sizes: 19,22,24,27,30 square meters
Standard : SHV/DHV Gutesiegel
Apex - Advanced
$3,806-4,181
Very, very good, better still than the Athlete
Standard : ACPFULS 3
Emergency Reserve Systems
APCO Pulled APEX 26ft round
Cylinder packed
Long bridle
Short bridle
Square packed
Long bridle, enlarged bag, eyelets
harness attachment system
Short bridle + eyelets
Standard : DHV Gutesiegel

SALES

+

Davron 200 + Altimeter/vario
Precision miniature instrument, two altimeters,
vario up and down, optional up only, elasticated
thigh attachment, fluoro pink
Books
ABC of Paragliding, Hubert Aupertit
A comprehensive introduction to
Paragliding

$599

$29.50

+ (pp) $2.50

Paragliding Flight, Dennis Pagen
Walking on air, an extensive new
Paragliding book, from the ground up

$28.00

+ (pp) $2.50

BIG Wind Socks
2 metres long, 2.5 metres high, collapsible
$587 steel post and spike, fluoro colours to order

$85.00

$577
Paraglider Sail Sign Writing
Paragliders sign written to order, If you're going
$687 to do it, then do it properly
$587

$POA

PARAGLIDERS
- 24 sq m. Intermediate

$1,599-2,499

Paraglider, vario, altimeter and radio hire from $45 daily
Please note: Alpine Paragliding will not sell a Paraglider to anyone who does not have a HGFA licence
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A Word (or two) from the
HGFA Treasurer
Most members will now be aware that the
management structure of the federation
has been changed to incorporate a
management board consisting of one
member from each state or area association.
The four executive officer bearers, namely president, vice-president, secretary and
treasurer has each been elected from the
management board. A member of the
VHGA, myself, has been elected to the
position of HGFA treasurer. I will be
responsible for ensuring the integrity of
all financial operations and adherence to
financial policy for HGFA.
HGFA Budget 1990/91
Analysis for potential cost reductions and
implications of expenditure was discussed by ,all present at Convention 90.
Delegates voiced their suggestions and
reservations on behalf of their associations until full agrement was reached.
Every state was aware of the need for tight
control of expenditure in the coming and
future fmancial years. Monthly reports
showing actual expenditure against
budget will be presented to each state as
soon as possible.
The agreed budget is shown below.

As a rough (very!) guide until Ian
Jarman, the newly appointed
administrator, myself and the auditors
can determine more accurate figures,
this is how the average member's fees
are allocated:
Skysailor
$23
Insurance
$15
Investment Account
$15
Administration
$25
State Fee
$20
Total average member fee $98
Insurance
All members who have shown interest in
submitting alternate quotations on the
current HGFA insurance cover are requested to send all details to:
Mark Pike
PO Box 179
Altona North
Melbourne VIC 3025
I have been made responsible for co-ordinating the renewal and hopefully
cheaper policy. Please send information
to me as soon as possible.

HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA
REVISED BUDGET FOR 90/91 AS AT 28 OCT '90
ITEM

BUDGET
FY90/91

M'ship Fees (inc. STMs)
(a)
Grants
Interest
Advertising from S'sailor (sep. from exp.)
Sundry (log books etc)

1BO,000

Total Income

268,500

Accountancy Fees
Wages (incl. $5000 from ASC grant)
Travel & Accom (inc. Mgt Bd exp.)
Bank charges
Convention (AGM + mini)
Grants to states
Depreciation
Fees to States
Insurance
Print & Stationery
Office Exp.
Skysailor
Subscriptions
Tel & Post
First Aid
CIVL (inc $1000 gram ASC grant)
Safety/Coaching (as per ASC grant)
Compo Exp. (as per ASC grant)
Competition Fund
HGFA Investment a/c

(b)
(c)

( d)

62,500
8,000
10,000
8,000

1,000
40,000
8,000
500
9,000
2,000
33,600
26,200
25,000
500
45,000
5,000
7,BOO

200
2,000
7,000
14,000
1,600
40,000

Total Expenses

266,800

Surplus (Deficit)

100

NOTES
(a) PG,PHG,HG +STMs
(b) Exec Dir + Sec
(c) Travel to NAPAC, ASAC, CAA meetings + Mgt Bd costs
(d) skysailor expenditure only.

Quotation Required

Delivery to NSW

The HGFA will be converting to IBM
compatible equipment in line with all
states' request and agreement. In order
for us to get the best bargain and value for
money, we are canvassing all membrs with
any 'connections' to supply quotes for the
following equipment
IBM compatible computer wit~ the following MINIMUM specifications:
80286-12 Processor with 12mhz processing speed
640KRAM
1 x 1.2Mb 51/4" FDD &/or 1.44Mb 3.5"

All items must be quoted new from supplier, include all manuals, warranty
details and validity of quote. Supplier's
name, address and telephone numbers
should also be supplied. HGFA reserves
the right to purchase individual items as
quoted.

FDD
40Mb v/coil HDD
VGA Colour monitor
Printer & interface if required:
Oki OUOO Laser
HP mark II or equivalent
Dot matrix (please state type & functions)
Software: Lotus 2.2
Wordperfect 5.1
Drawperfect 2.1
Dbase III or IV

The observant reader will note these purchases were not included in the 1990/91
budget. It is expected funding will be
provided by the sale or trade of the existing Apple Mac SE30 and Image II printer.
You may be able to help in this area $0.
Thanks to ACTHGA for volunteering the
work required to transfer the membership database from the Mac to IBM.
Please mail all quotes to:
Ian Jarman
PO Box 4
Exeter NSW 2572
Mark Pike, HGFA Treasurer
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Executive Directors Report
#1
November 1990
To begin, let me personally thank Steve
Hocking our recently retired administrator for the enormous amount of
work he has done on behalf of the members over the past 2 years. I doubt if many
realise how much Steve has had to do and
he deserves all our best wishes. Since
taking up the job on November 3 things
have been extremely hectic moving the
office and trying to set things up so that I
can be of maximum assistance to members nationwide.
New Office Contacts;
JANE or IAN
HGFA
PO BOX4
EXETER, NSW 2579
Phone 048 834180
Fax 048 834180
OFFICE HOURS; MONDAY TO
FRIDAY 8:00am to 4:00pm.
As you can see this is a full time position
involving the normal administrative
duties as well as work on CoachinglInstructor programmes.
CLOUDBASE HANG GLIDING will
be forced to take a back seat as I will be
no longer in a position to devote much
time to the school and teaching of hang
gliding. Due to the financial limitations of
HGFA resources, my salary will force me
to do the occasional weekend instructing
but I intend to concentrate on soaring and
more advanced style instruction.
INSTRUCTOR CONTACTS: If any
School or Instructor (Certified) would
like to provide me with a daytime contact
number, I will be more than happy to pass
these to people enquiring about lessons.
(I will not be recommending new students
to Cloudbase through this office.)
CONVENTION 90: There have been
changes in the overall structure of HGFA
.....new blood has come to replace the
tired and keyboard-weary fmgers of the
past executive .. although those still associated with Subcommittees will not get
off too lightly.

Regions And Management Board
Both NSW and Qld have been divided
into 2 regions each (NTH and STH) and
accepted as full members to the HGFA
management Board, increasing the
voting numbers at convention from 7 to 9.
The old system of electing an executive
committee from a single State has been
replaced with the 9 member management
board now being responsible for the day
to day decision making of HGFA. ..with
yours truly employed to keep things rolling and to enact on these decisions where
appropriate. HGFA is now run utilizing
a 3 tier management structure where you,
the members, have the opportunity to
communicate and participate, giving you
access to the decision makers ..... or direct
access to administration through this office. Remember the Executive Director
is an employee and is bound by the rules
and directives of the management board
and hence is only here to serve membership wishes.
Clubs
ment

State/regions

HGFA Manage-

This chain links together all our activities
(eg from site safety, regional safety to
national safety policy). It is important for
each member to become associated actively with a club. You will need to elect a
representative from your club to sit on the
STATE or REGIONAL BOARD so that
your voice is represented and heard.
From that REGIONAL BOARD a representative to the HGFA MANAGEMENT BOARD will be elected and this
person will carry the concerns and issues
raised at CLUB and REGIONAL level to
the NATIONAL LEVEL. Much more
responsibility for safety, ratings, competition etc, will be passed back to the regions
and clubs so that there is more interaction
between HGFA and the pilots.
The Future
We need you to become more active and
to embrace this attempt to provide you
with a more meaningful organisation .... strong active clubs will lead to
dynamic and forward thinking regions
which will ensure HGFA moves ahead
into the 90's and doesn't stagnate and
become left behind by our more

motivated groups such as paragliders and
trikes.
Membership Fees
$100 pa ..........what do you get for this?
See the Treasurer's report above. HGFA
takes $25 per member to run this office,
organise ratings, meetings, conventions,
communications, liaise with CAA and
Australian Sports Commission, provide
information to pilots (here and OS), liaise
with ASAC and the FAI, develop
programmes, manuals, monitor safety
and regulate instructors and schools for
both hang gliding and paragliding, glider
certification, ANO negotiations, etc etc
as well as put money aside to ensure there
are some reserves in case the Government
stops funding sport. Trikes are self supporting.
Competitions and support of our national
team does not draw any money from
HGFA. The National team manager and
CAC apply for grants from the Government to offset these costs but ultimately it
is the competition pilots themselves who
foot most this bill. However because our
team is so successful the Government
provides further support for coaching
schemes and administration to develop
new talent and to provide opportunities
for all members to aspire to representative honours. CAA provides further
grants to administer our rating/training/safety system.
Too Expensive???
Is the $100pa too mu~h for this service? If
we didn't do it how much would we pay to
CAA for the right to fly? However we
could hold fees at this level for years if we
didn't tolerate non-fmancial members on
our sites. You do the work clearing and
setting up clearances and negotiating
landowner permissions and you promise
insurance coverage and, suitably
qualified pilots only will fly .....but how
many of the people on your sites are not
Financial members .... ??
35% is the national average ....
YES 35% OF ALL PILOTS FLYING
OUT THERE ARE NOT FINANCIAl
MEMBERS ...... DO NOT CARRY INSURANCE .....DO NOT CARE IF YOU
BUST YOUR GUTS TO OPEN SITES
AND WORK HARD AT PROVIDING
SAFE FLYING FOR NEWER
PILOTS, ... DO NOT CARE IF THE
GLIDER THEY JUST SOLD TO THE
NOVICE WAS AN UNCERTIFIEI
DOG!!
.....basically they are utilizing the benefit:
provided by HGFA with out carryinl
their share of the costs ... and it is you wh.
meet that cost each year. Imagine hm
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much more we could do if HGFA paraglider pilots appearing in the country
received a 30% INCOME INCREASE . from abroad. This has served to fuel interest in paragliding in Australia which
because those pilots paid their dues.
has been supported with the increased
IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO activities of schools, particularly in
APPLY SOME PEER PRESSURE Thredbo, Bright and Adelaide.
AND GET THOSE PEOPLE FINANCIAL ... each club should develop a The schools are now working to the
strategy of ensuring only fmancial and licensing standards agreed at the Thredsuitably rated pilots fly from your sites. If bo Training seminar by the paragliding
any club/region would like a list of un- sub-committee. They consists of a Stufinancial members please contact me on dent, Recreational and Advanced rating.
048 834180 ....... However you at club level The system is currently under further
carry a responsibility to also provide some review with the intention of bringing into
service and structure for these members. line with the current hang gliding system
They must get more than just a magazine of Novice, Intermediate and Advanced.
once a month and some insurance
coverage ..... make your club work ... do Paragliding in Australia is guided by a
rating nights, trips away for novices and Paragliding sub-committee (PSC) apthose advancing their skills. Be keen to pointed by the HGFA Executive. This
see our sports grow beyond mere recrea- committee currently consists of:
Brian Webb, Convenor, Ian Jarman, Rick
tion ......
Wilson, Ian Ladyman, Heinz Gloor.
Sport Aviation is a growing voice. Lets
yell together and make sure its heard ....be The committee communicates regularly
part of it, get involved, but most of all get by phone, post and fax. We physically
meet approximately three times a year.
out and go flying.
The meetings are arranged to coincide
See you at the NSW State Titles or Na- with major events where the individuals
tionals.
would naturally be drawn together, such
as the Nationals.
Ian Jarman, Executive Director
The PSC arranged, convened and orParagliding
ganised the first training seminar under
Paragliding has experienced an interest- the guidance of the HGFA National
Coaching Director, Ian Jarman. This was
ing, demanding and productive year.
advertised in Skysailor and held at ThredThe initial paraglider licence standards bo where it coincided with the first
Paragliding Nationals.
have been agreed and distributed.
The paraglider instructor requirements
The seminar was attended by some twenty
have been agreed and distributed.
The first training seminar was held at interested parties. We discussed,
Thredbo, NSW to foster, encourage and reviewed and agreed the initial pilot
licensing standards and the initial instrucimprove instruction in paragliding.
The first paragliding National competi- tor requirements. All attendees were
subsequently invited to submit instructor
tions were held at Thredbo.
The HGFA office successfully created applications. Eight applications were
the framework to administer paragliding. received and five instructor appointments
were made. One immediately and four
Paragliding in Australia is a relatively new after fulfillment of certain individual resport, still much smaller than hang glid- quirements.
ing. This year, however, has shown a
marked increase in the number of

,/1-\

The seminar was considered an unqualified success and we will be repeating
the vent this Easter, in conjunction with
the hang gliding seminar. An interim
training seminar has been arranged for
the 16 and 17th November.
Current Paragliding instructors are:
Rick Wilson, Heinz Gloor, Brett Wright,
Forest Parks, Brian Webb, Dave WardSmith, Ian Ladyman, Barry Dennis,
Stuart Andrews, Charles Fellay, Mark
Mitsos and Ted Jenkins.
The first Paragliding Nationals were held
at Thredbo in February. They were
hosted by the Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club. Our warmest thanks to the club
for the courage to pick up the challenge
of the first major competition.
The event was given National TV
coverage on the 'Wide World of Sport'
and was featured in various newspapers
and magazines. Paragliding is fortunate
in seeming more attractive to the media.
A strength which we hope to use more
and more in the future. The 1991 Nationals are intended to be held at Bright.
The Flatlands competition at Forbes has
opened its door to paragliding this year.
We hope that this will be the beginning of
an increasing trend for paragliders and
hang gliders to compete side by side but
within their own classes.
Hang gliding and paragliding share much
in common, enough for the HGFA Executive and the Paragliding Sub-committee to recognise that it is stupid to reinvent
the wheel. The rating system, instructor
requirements, safety needs and site usage
of both sports are virtually identical. We
hope that hang gliding and paragliding
can grow together in the coming years.
We know we will have our problems but
we also know we can rely on the support
and the experience of our elder brothers,
the hang glider pilots.
Brian Webb, Convenor
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Accident Report
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No 1. QHGA Accident Report
Pilot:

SummaIy. Harry's anxiety to fly on the day allowed him to omit an important
part of his pre-flight check - the hang check. An important reminder to all pilots
to include this as part of their pre-flight will prevent this tragedy from occurring
again, particularly in today's modern harnesses.

Hany Manwaring
Fernlands Rd, Mt Nebo
38 years old
Advanced, 150 hrs total time
80 hrs on type

Glider
information:
Glider damage:

Prior to impact:
Mode of launch:

It was also noticed that the main suspension line through the harness was not

attached to the carabina and that the press-stud chinstrap may not be satisfactoty on helmets used for hang gliding.

Moyes GTR 162 Race,S yrs old unmodified except for
replaced keel (300mm longer)
Due to impact: battens L1, 12, LS, L7, Rl. Uh crossbar,
Uh inner LE, LIb Outer LE, nose plates, top wire, sail in
3 places.
60mm downward bow in basebar
foot from hill

Other equipment: CG1000 harness 1987 mfg, unmodified, no harness damage.
Helmet, equestrian, press stud secure of chinstrap
Ball instrument deck
Approved PA backup parachute
Launch site:

O'Rielly's mountain via Mt Nebo, SE Queensland,
1200' AMSL, NE aspect, advanced rating

conditions at
launch:

light and variable NE 5 kts thermal gust component,
first flight at site
Accident details: Date, 27/10/90, 3.2Opm
Pilot injuIy.
fatal
Accident directly in front of launch 40 metres below take-off.
Site had recently been cleared but opposite side of hill had been flown many
times. There had been some disagreement over the clearing of one offending
tree directly in front of launch, but Hany ended up conceding that it should be
cleared. On the day of the accident, Hany intended to fly the southerly launch
but conditions did not permit. He set up to fly the northerly face and wa anxious
to get airborne. At no time was Hany observed to do a hang check and he
refused assistance onto the ramp. He launched almost immediately and his
glide path took him in a direct line towards the offending tree. The glider
impacted 2 feet outboard from the nose plate and half-way up the tree at which
time Hany became separated from the glider intact with his harness. His helmet
also became dislodged at this time. He fell another 30 metres before he
impacted lower on the hill.

No.2 Near Accident Report

Date:
Time:
Site:
Wind:
Pilot:
Wing:
Damage:

14 October 1990
11am
Stanwell Park
10-15 mph SSE
Novice, 30 hrs
Gyro I
Personal - nil, glider - nil

I soared for 10 minutes on the south face in rather light lift, staying 50-100 ft
above the hill without much difficulty. Most of the competition was well above
Stanwell Tops but several flyers had gone north along the east face. I thought
I could do that, and went north as far as Stony Batter Hill (700 m north of the
point).
I started losing height, turned south and set out for the beach. The lift
disappeared. I flew minimum sink when I should have flown maximum un.
As I approached one of the small headlands immediately below the point at Bald
Hill, I encountered heavy sink and went gently into scrubby Banksias not too
many metres above the cliff line. a lot of luck and a good flare prevented any
damage to person or kite.
Linda Cook (hope I have her name right) saw my predicament and helped me
get the kite disentangled and carried back to civilisation.
I was advised later that the wind had died and gone south. That explains why I
encountered sink just before I struck; I was in the lee of the headland. I now
know that the site guide recommends that we have at least 100 ft ground
clearance before we go along the east face in a southerly.
As a friend says, it's easy to blame the conditions. I should have paid more
attention to the wind and made sure I had plenty of height to get to the beach.
and thought more
When I realised I was in trouble, I should have flown best
about the options there were for getting down instead of just flying along until
I ran out of air.

un

The HGFA, I suggest, should institute a system for reporting near-accidents.
Ed's note: not sure what type of system you have in mind, Frank, but printing
in Skysnilor is one way of warning other pilots. How many near-accidents are
there for evety real one? How many accidents have been preceded by near-accidents with the same cause? This near-accident report may help someone avoid
my mistakes, someone who may not be as lucky, someone whose injuries may
otherwise have to be reported as fatal.

OUR small HANDLE

Many thanks, again Linda.
Frank Nicholson 16077
No3

Pilot:
Experience:
Equipment:
Conditions:
Site:
Pilot InjuIy.
Cause of accident:

IS YOUR ANSWER
TO BIG PROBLEMS!
Get a handle on your safety.
Call or wrtte TODAY for details
of a plane-saving parachute to
suit your aircraft. Models
available to fit all amateur
built aircraft, ultralights
and hang gliders.

Avtex PlY LID.
Ballistic Recovery Systems Divtslon
BallIna Airport. Balilna N.S.W. 2478
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Ph (066) 86 7991
Fax (066) 86 5506

Gany Stevenson 63444
150 flights/30 hours
Jaguar XC 11 paraglider
15-18 kts steady SE
Pt Impossible, Victoria
Fractured heel
landing in a hole

The wind had picked up to just over 15 knots. 16 knots is ourself imposed cut-off
for flying. So we had waited untilSpm in the hope it would abate a few knots at
which time we drove dow to South-side and Winki Pop. Upon checking conditions it was marginally strong at 15 but occasionally up to 18 knots. Since it was
marginal we decide to fly the sand dunes at Whites Beach near Pt Impossible.
I wasn't over enthusiastic as I'd spent most of the morning flying when the wind
speed was lighter. After one of the guys had flown for about half an hour we
decided to finish for the day. I strapped on the harness merely to fly one beat
back towards the track. The flight was nothing special but I was landing in a
cross breeze so there was a reasonable amount of speed in the approach. I
placed my foot down to run off the speed straight into a (rabbit?) hole which
stopped me really fast! This put all my weight onto one foot which fractured
my heel under the impact.

Flying or Flocking by Greg Wilson
new competition task about to be triled in Australia for the first time looks
.t to revolutionise the way we compete
ld may leave some competitors
)undering.
urrent scoring methods all share one
drawback; they fail to reward
ilots that take risks and 'head out' on
lsks while those who fly in gaggles and
ike few risks often pick up top points.
'his problem even extends to world comditions where some pilots have shown
it initiative, or even navigational skills, to
Dllow top pilots, taking turnpoint photos
vhen the lead pilots do and then race
hem over the line to score well.
~rious

the turn points and reach goal to be scored
for their total distance flown and average
speed maintained .
For example, a pilot that flies direct from
launch to goal, would receive goal bonus,
distance points for, say, 20 kilometres plus
some speed points for his overall speed, ie
20klm/2 hours = 10 kilometres per hour.
Another pilot reaching goal after covering
100 kilometres in 3 hours would have more
distance points and more speed points for
his 33km!hr average speed.

their skill level. Those who still opt to be
dragged around the course in a gaggle
may find themselves flogged by pilots that
have chosen a better course. Those who
read terrain and clouds to fmd thermal
active areas will be rewarded, while noone will be forced to fly into blue holes or
through storms. Spectators will also enjoy
being at goal as more pilots will get there
and come in from all1directions.
This year's NSW State Titles competition
at Tumut will use the new task, and as the
area is not well known by most pilots,
should provide some interesting results.

The system will mean a lot more pilots at
goal as people design their course to suit

The scoring system has once
again been rewritten by the tireless Paul Mollison. My sympathies go to the officials, with
the already painstaking task of
viewing turnpoint photos, now
further complicated as they
judge each shot with that pilot's
course and turnpoint sectors in
mind. We may also see 50 pilots
at goal, convinced they've won
the round, while post-flight discussions become completely baffling.,

Cat's Cradle' (see February
ikysailor), a task devised by
3.nglish team member Bruce
301dsmith, may change this.
rhe new task uses a number of
previously defined turnpoints
and a nominated goal to allow
pilots to set their own route
while in the air. The competition director will decide a minimum task time leaving
competitors to fly around any of

Double Tragedy in France
BHGA Council members in fatal mid-air
collision.
Reprinted from Skywings
On Thursday 6th Se ptember at approximately 4.30 pm whilst flying from
Chabre ridge near Laragne, BHGA
Council members David Bedding and
Derek Austen both died after a mid-air
collision.
Derek, BHGA Safety and Accident
prevention Officer was flying his Kiss 154,
BHGA Sites Officer David Bedding was
flying his modilled Hi-Way Explorer.

Preliminary reports from witnesses suggest that the gliders became entangled in
conditions which were described as turbulent by other BHGA members in the
area at the time. for reasons which have
yet to be explained, Derek Austen became detached form his glider at some
stage, possibly due to the complete
breakage of the keel. It seems that Derek
tried to deploy his parachute but due to a
structural failure the parachute failed to
arrest his descent. Derek died instantly.
David Bedding spun down in the wreckage, seemingly unable to deploy his
parachute; he died a short time later on
the way to hospital. Roy Hill is heading

And in the USA ... 7 fatalities
in 6 months
In the worse spate of accidents US hang
gliding has experienced for some time,
pilot error was the main cause in all but
one. Two accidents were attributable to
flying in rough conditions. Another
through landing in rotor, two due to stalls
whilst under tow (one of these form a
snow-mobile launch), one due to a stall at
the top of a loop and the other due to
equipment (quick release) failure during
aerobatic manoeuvres.
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Forces on Weightshift Aircraft by John Goodrich
I have flown hang gliders, trikes and
gliders for some time, and I believe there
are some forces acting on us that are not
well understood.
Trikes are weight shift controlled, as are
hang gliders. Weight is a force due to
gravity and acts towards the middle of the
Earth, not at 90° to your wing. The other
force which most affects us in flight and
control is centrifical force. This is expressed as:

Fe

= My2
r

where
F
M
Y
r

= force
= Mass
=
=

velocity
radius of turn

This is the force that we feel in a steep turn
or curving manoeuvre.
The manoeuvre which I am concerned
about has resulted in two trike fatalities
recently. The latest, a near new Pegasus
Q in Darwin. I am not saying I know what
happened but both incidents resulted
from high nose attitude manoevures,
whether whip stalls, loops or whatever.
Fig. 1. Level Flight

Full Control

Fig. 3. 60" No.. Up

0.5% of Full Control

Your aircraft should be marked with
limited of an§les to be flown at. Nose high
is usually 45 for the following reasons:Control comes from moving the pendulum (pilot and trike under carriage)
under the trike wing. We have the following situations in straight flight - (assuming
power is oft).
i.e. the higher the nose attitude the less
the ability you have to lower it.
Now the other main influences are engine
power and air speed. The above four
situations are simplified and assume no
thrust from the propeller. The trouble is
thrust makes it ~.
Lets look at another four situations, as:
suming thrust has the same magnitude as
pendulum weight. We still have full control in (1) level flight; 0.43 of full control
in (2) at 30°; 0.07 of control at (3) or 60°.
There is no need to go further - even at
45° nose up, control is reduced to 0.21 of
full control.
These calculations are greatly simplified
and approximated. For the mathematicians amongst us I have assumed moments to be the only influence on pitch

control. In the ftrst 4, the ability to me
the pendulum (horizontally) is estimat
by cosine of nose attitude in degrees.
the second 4, with thrust taken into (
count, both the effective pendulu
weight is reduced by 1 - sine nose an!
and this is multiplied by cosine of no
attitude to get the fraction of full conti
movement available in level flight.
All the above assume straight line flighl
We can add 'G' forces due to curve
flight. This makes wingovers and 100]
theoretically possible with positive G
maintained throughout the manoeuvr
But it must be remembered that the iJ
stant the curving flight stops, so stops tl
extra G's, ie, you could fly the followir
manoeuvre in a 3 axis aircraft but not in
trike.
At point x as you try to lower the nose yo
will lose all control in a trike. You at
going to keep going up until you stol
straight up. If you keep the power on w
have this situation
a)

the wing is designed to pitch positiv
with speed i.e., ((arrow)) positiv
moment.

b)

with power still on full (chroni
nervous foot syndrome) you will fm
centre of gravity of the trike well 0
the wing side of the thrust line i
((arrow)) more positive moment.

c)

with the bar jammed midwa
through your chest (pull the bE
through the body syndrome) (
course to no effect i.e. Illl negath
moment ((arrow)) combined effe,
is - over you go ready or not, wit
speed or not, whether you want to (
not.

Fig. 2. 300 Nose Up

0.86% of Full Control

Fig. 4. Vertical

Now we have entered a new dimension (
aerial enjoyment. The correct procedUl
from here on in I would like to know. Ar
suggestions?

If you take the power off we will run Ol
of steam pretty fast and stop. Whethe
the bar should be in or out at this stage
debatable, but I guarantee it will be in.
is a reflex action for a trike pilot in a stee
or vertical stall. It is the syndron:
referred to in c) above.

Straight Up
No Control

The important thing for a safe recovery
to push the bar out as you rotate throu!
after the stall. This action is vital to sIc
your forward rotation and eliminate tl
possibility of tumbling.
The reason for this article is to promo
an awareness, especially to 3-axis-com
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South East Queensland
Hang Gliding Services

Figure 5

HGFA Certified
The hang gliding professional in the local anyone who
want to learn to hang glide

Most likely path for a Trike.

Why not learn from the best? Phil now being our
Regional Champion
From beginners to advanced tuition, with winching and
tandems a bonus
Gliders: Tell us what you want

At point 'X' the manoeuver become•
• negative "G" manoeuver· • Trike
requir.. positive "G" for contol.

Trade in your intermediate glider

Parts and accessories
Agents for Air Borne Windsports, Enterprise Wings,
Moyes, Aussie Skins Harnesses
trike pilots, of this limitation. There is no
excuse for another incident following a
high nose attitude manoeuvre. Just don't
do them, and the sport will continue to
enjoy the outstanding safety record it has
had in the past.

If anyone would like to Accommodation available at a minimal cost, sleeping bag
discuss this matter furor bedding required
ther - please call John
Goodrich, Sky Cycles
Pty Ltd. Business
hours (03) 532 1294.

Phone (075) 39 5616 or
(075) 43 5631

Figure 6

New and Used Gliders
Combat 152 demo
XS155
Sting brand new
demo
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grey LE green & white US treat
to fly
It blue MS white LE grey & pink US
The winning glider in SE Qld Regionals
Pink LE purple & pink US Best fittings
on the market excellent value
grey LE fluro green US immaculate
condition suit 1st up buyer
yellow LE pink & orange US recent
airframe overhaul good condition
orange LE white US low hours excellent
value
red LE yellow US good condition suit
big bloke at a low cost

$,4000
$3,100
$2,850
$2,400
$2,000
$2,000
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Old Mac Eungella by Cmac
Old MacEungella had a comp, yeeha,
yeeha,ho
And in this comp they had a crash
With a wing in here, a wing in there
Here a wing, there a ding, everywhere a
wingding ...
Or so the song went at the talent quest.
This year's Eungella was probably the
most exciting on record with more stories
than usual. About 4 into the trees off the
ramp. When is the National Park going to
let us trim the trees without using hang
gliders? One into a tree at the Pinnacle
Pub goal, received the 'Turkey Award'.
One lost control on take off, flew over the
back over 1 set of power lines and under
another set, received 6 encores during the
evening launch video replays. There were
air-sick pilots, 1 spider bite, 1 broken arm,
1 dislocated elbow, 1 sprained elbow,
numerous broken A frames, leading edge
and keel; 2 tucks including a tumble.
Don't worry a Queensland accident
report form was awaiting you beside the
scores that night. To top it all off, on
Pinnacle mountain there was an agro
eagle with a passion for nose nappies. He
tore several noses and ripped one off. I
know why the Kiss nappies are tied on.
A record field of 60 pilots nominated.
There was also record prize money of
over $6,000 in cash and over $2,000 in
prizes. Fosters contributed over $1500
cash; Ansett $900 in air fares. Moyes and
Enterprise Wings, the Glenden andAirlie
Beach Business' contributed to the total.
This made it the biggest comp in Australia
for prize money this year . Well done to
Dave Lamont and his sponsors.
Eungella take off is at the end of a 20 km
long V shaped valley which is about 8 km

Eungella Valley from the Chalet
wide at its mouth. The ridge on each side
ranges from 1500 to 2500 feet above the
valley floor. The ridge is rain forest on the
northern side and for half of the southern
side then changes to eucalypt out to Pinnacle mountain. The valley floor is sugar
cane. the dry conditions this year had
severely reduced the sugar crop. Harvesting was more advanced so there were
more landing paddocks. this year the
winds were stronger than average. The
1st day was postponed because of high
winds. Even the 'hat' gliding comp was
blown away.
Day 1. The wind had abated slightly,
averaging 15 mph on the ramp with gusts
to 25 mph and lulls to 10 mph. A difficult
task was chosen to keep the results for the
1st day fairly even. It was to Gargett via

Somehow this doesn't seem right!

Sybill Creek turnpoint on north side of th,
valley. If the normal route out of the val
ley along the south side was taken it mean
crossing the valley twice. So Carl Bradel
and Danny Scott decided to try the nartl
side. It did not work. Carl was 1st to lanl
and Danny turned back. Never again, th
gaps in the north ridge are too big to cros
when the wind is strong. The norma
ridge race to the big knoll was still on, witl
pilot in control for part of the time. Thi
year the resident thermal on the big knol
had migrated north. The rainforest ther
mals were much weaker than dry fores
thermals which just happened to be in th,
lee rotors. So to get the best lift you hal
to fly to the lee of the ridge out to Pinnad
mountain. Paul Cartwheel went up sid,
down but came up the right way. That wa
enough to fly out and land. About 6 mad
it to the turnpoint with Steve Blenkinso]
getting closest to goal with a good glid
from turnpoint.
l

Day 2. Similar conditions to the da
before with a little less wind. We kept th
turnpoint but made the task slight!
shorter. About 5 made goal. Carl Bradel
whose launch position was 41 blitzed th,
field to take the 1000 points. Russei
Duncan tumbled that day.
Day 3. Stronger winds were predictec
So we simplified the task to a straight lin
to Pinnacle Oval goal. However the thet
mal strength was stronger and the cloud
were sucking. There were 1000 fpm thet
mals around. Rick and Russell Dunca
went to the end of the launch order, g(
good conditions and flew the course of2
kms against a 25 mph headwind in 5
minutes. About half the field made it t
goal. The cricket oval soon became
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azard area. The girls at goal managed to
odge all the pilots and the turkey and still
lanage to clock the times with no comlaints.
lay 4. The winds fmally subsided to
bout 10 mph. The task was to flay to
~alen. The early part was still a bit of a
truggle and some big gaggles developed.
falf way through the course, the condiions improved greatly with thermals
ising to about 7000' ASL if you were
ucky. The sea breeze was also light and
;ome pilots had 10 to 15 km glassy smooth
inal glides from the mountains to the goal
Nhich was only 5 kms from the Pacific
)cean. About a dozen pilots go to goal.
~ome of the top pilots were unlucky
:0 cross the valley to the turn point at
Sybill Creek too early and too low and
did not fly much further. It was a day
to stay high.
Day 5. The winds picked up. A
straight headwind task to Pinnacle
Oval. Some fliers had a dream run
under the streeting cloud for part of
the course. Others down on the hd a
hell of a ride. Many suffered the
repeated feeling of weightlessness
and succumbed to thoughts of terra
firma. Finch Hatton was a crowded
relief area for downed pilots. Only
about 4 made it to goal. Danny Scott's
winning speed just a little over 10 kph.
Steve Blenkinsop spent an hour soaring the hill behind Pinnacle mountain
before finally catching a thermal that
went up more than it laid back.
Rumour has it, he got to goiU.
Overall placings
1
Steve Blenkinsop
2
Mark Newland
3
Dave Lamont
Maybe next year the winds will be
more cooperative and we won't be
straining luff lines.

Jon Durant, Eungella - p. Sue

Bronwyn Ahem
(wires) & Fran
Wing, Eungella
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Casio Sports
AltimeterIBarometer Watch.
Now you can check your height (or Scuba
diving depth), monitor barometric pressure
as well as conventional features like dualtime, stop watch, countdown timer and
alarm. Unique features include an altitude
(or depth) alarm, maximum height memory
and dual metre/feet readouts.

$189

Certified Postage Paid.
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Pet-2000
Tachometer I Hour Meter.
Manufactured by Japans top tachometer
manufacturer, the Pet-2000 is perfect for
all makes of two-stroke engines.
Simple wiring. A single sender antennalead is simply coiled around the spark
plug lead. No power source required.
A must for accurate engine and airframe
logs. (AUF Operations Manual Sect. 5.05)
Tamperproof, total engine time cannot be
erased. Ideal for flight schools or clubs.
Size: 44L x, 61W x 12D mm.

• + or - 10 RPM accuracy.

o to

20,000 RPM range.

$165

Certified Post Paid

Ultra-Prop Composit Propellers.
Pitch adjustable, universal hub design, L & R rotation,
Replaceable blades 52" to 59" dia. Super tough, smooth
running. Proven on thousands of Ultralights worldwide.
•
•
•
•

102 2 Blade Propeller &
103 3 Blade Propeller &
104 4 Blade 'Propeller &
Brolga Blades $35 each,

Spinner $325 •
Spinner $399
Spinner $475
extra .

Certified Postage
to any point in
Australia S13

• Not suitable for
direct drive or
4-stroke engines.

Ultra Props Australia
Coombes Rd. RMB 1340 Torquay, 3228.
Fax: (052) 61 4048 Ph: (052) 61 2123.
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Merry Christmas
' " Happy Flying
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i~d the New Year

Thanks for your support throughout the year
Cheers from the A. T. Team!
- Chris, Clare, Graham, Bob, 'Chuck', Craig and Dave.

Tandem flights • Courses • Equipment
We have a full range of Enterprise Wings and Moyes Gliders both new and used.
Also UP International's Tandem 'Lite Dream' and Airborne's 'Sting'. So whether
it's a safety pin or a test fly in a new glider, give us a call on (042) 94 2545.

( InstrumentS)
•
•
•
•
•

SJOSTROM vario/digital alt ..................................................................... $740.00
BALL vario/digital alt. from ...................................................................... $805.00
NEW BALL M50 vario/alt flight computer ............................................... $ call
MAST AIR digital vario/alt ....................................................................... $630.00
AIRSPEED INDICATORS .. from ............................................................ $ 45.00

(
•
•
•
•

Harnesses)

THE D SCOTT from entry racer ............................................................... $875.00
X-ACT II front entry ................................................................................. $785.00
FRONT ENTRY POD ................................................................................ $650.00
PODIPOD LITE compact & comfort ......................................................... $499.00

( Accessories)
•
•
•
•
•
•

UHF Radios .............. $ call...
Pagen Books ............. $ 15.00
Flying Jackets .......... $ 85.00
Flying Suits .............. $230.00
Hand-fairings ........... $ 45.00
T-Shirts ..................... $ 25.00

•
•
•
•

Helmets

Aerodyne .................... $125.00
New '701' .................... $ 74.00
Headway .................... $ 50.00
Steel carabiners ............................ $ 29.00
Video 'Leading Edge' .................... $ 39.95
Sun glasses - Bolle/Oakley .. from $ 90.00

( Parachutes)
•
•
•

•

HIGH ENERGY SPORTS - Made in U.S.A .............................................. $495.00
TANDEM CHUTE by High Energy .......................................................... $650.00
CHUTE REPACKING collection/delivery ................................................ $ 30.00
BALLISTIC - rocket deployed - fast .......................................................... $ call
Telephone order service - BankcardlMastercard accepted.
Postage not included.

[ Mas~a~
'

P.O. BOX 180, HELENSBURGH, N.S.W. AUSTRALIA, 2508 PHONE: (042) 94 254
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State and Club News
New South Wales

The Annual General Meeting of the
NSWHGA Inc is one again. All fmancial
members are welcome to attend. The
venue will be: Sports House, 161
Gloucester St, Sydney on Friday December 7th 1990 at 7.30 pm.
Proposed Agenda
1. Apologies
2. Previous Minutes
3. General Business
4. FinanCial Report
5. Special Business
6. REGIONALISATION
7. Election of Officers
8. Fixing of date of next meeting.
Refreshments will be provided.
Peter Hansen, Acting Secretary,
NSWHGAInc

Hong Glic1rlg Club.
The last meeting of the Central West Club
was held at Cowra Services Club on Saturday 27 October, after a day of confusion
in which the chairman and secretary
travelled from Forbes to tow at
Canowindra while the rest of the club
travelled from the paddock at
Canowindra to Forbes. The Forbes contingent were the only ones to get a fly.
Five new members were welcomed to the
club, which now has about 20 financial
members.

In order to augment club funds, the club
volunteered to do some of the work in
organising the Flatlands, ie erecting tow
strip signs and fabricating task boards.
We also decided that next year the club
would handle the printing and sale of
Flatlands T-shirts, and any profits would
go to the club. Meanwhile the Orange
contingent is fmding out about getting a
club shirt printed.
We decided that future issues of the club
newsletter (sent only to fmancial members) would contain classified ads from
members trying to buy or sell equipment.
Articles from members would also be
welcomed.
We decided that the club needs to write
to the National Parks ranger to get some
movement on the clearing of the new
Wyangala Dam site, and that the local
pilots should ring up from time to time to
check progress.
The chairman (Len Paton) informed the
club about the National Cross Country
League and encouraged them to join in.
Next meeting of the club will be at the
Vandenberg Hotel in Forbes on the
weekend of 8-9 December.
The following day, DESIGNED,
the Forbes contingent returned to Forbes and had some
good cross county
flying in light winds.
At 5 o'clock however
they nobly landed in
order to give new
member Paul Mulholland (tow driver
for the day) his first
taste of tow launching. They consequently lost an
excellent tow driver,
but gained a new
flying companion!
A
Jenny Ganderton, PROVEN
PERFORMER
Secretary

on a perfect afternoon?
Well folks that's how it is on the Northern
Beaches, all laid back, sex, drugs,
rock'n'roll and AIRTIME!!! Despite
Dane's lateness, November saw a meeting
fit for Kings (or Queens, as the case
maybe - no, not the dress up variety!)
Forest gave us a sneak preview of the
XACf II he has assisted in designing and
a good attempt at a top harness that has
solved most previous hiccups.
The highlight of the night was, of course,
Chris Boyce from Aerial Technics who
presented a seminar on parachutes.
Chris played a video that would be sure to
stop any new people joining the sport!
The sight of gliders tucking, tumbling and
breaking up and spinning back to terrafirma is nothing short of heart stopping.
One thing's for sure - if you don't own a
parachute, buy one - if you do, ensure it is
repacked regularly. Thanks for the effort
to Chris and Claire.
Back on the hill, a few problems have
emerged with non-suitably rated (and, in
one case, a non HGFA member) showing
up to fly. PLEASE TAKE NOTE; Long
Reef is an intermediate only site (or,

PRODUCED & SUPPORTED IN AUSTRALIA

FAST, SENSITIVE VARIO PLUS AVERAGER (12sec)
Northern
RESILIENT LOW-PROFILE SPEED-BAR MOUNTING
Beaches News 170. 100. 45mrn, <400 gms inc MAIN & SIB BATTS
What's the world TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE +14 DAY MONEY-BACK
coming to when club $A745 inc SIT & DELIVERY IN AUST.
Treasurers show up
late for meetings
only because they
were somewhere
around 500' ASL
above Warriewood

SJoSTROM ~

~~RI~~~~

STREET
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
Sth AUST 5355
.
085 623313 AHIBH
MAJOR SPONSOR FLATLANDS 1991 & OTHER EVENTS
* WE ALSO SUPPORT SCHOOLS AND DEALERS *

~
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novice under supervision) and ALL other
Northern Beaches sites are ADVANCED.
Steve Hocking has now stepped down as
Administrator of HGFA. I'm sure all will
agree that Steve has, on many occasions,
gone far beyond the normal call of duty in
assisting members. On behalf of us all,
THANKS STEVE, hope to see you on the
hill more often now.
Don't forget these upcoming events:
John Dickenson at the December meeting;
Water Landing training (contact Dane
Snelling 9384420);
NBHGC Christmas Party (date to be announced at December meeting.
Hope to see you soon, Dee Why RSL, 1st
Tuesday of the month, 7.30 pm, Pittwater
Road, Dee Why.
Note: As usual due to the Christmas
period comps, there will be no January
meeting. The next meeting will be
February, which will be the AGM.
Keep high & fly safe
John Hajje, President

Cudgegong Valley Hang
Gliding Club

farmhand from Mudgee to Dubbo was
camped at the lake; each with a water
jetski or ski boat.
For our part, the club had set up a hang
gliding display complete with simulator,
and for the cost of just a little dignity, local
residents were invited to try the odd wingover.
Courtesy of the Moyes boys, and with
special permission, Sunday was spent
boat towing. The payout winch worked a
treat and a number of club members had
memorable flights. Belly flopping on the
water is definitely the way to land, but
don't try it without floats.
Bill also had his amphibian on display.
The intention had been to have joy flights
but unfortunately most of Lake Windamere took up residence within the hull
after a short taxi and the display had to
become static.
A number of club members launched into
some promising thermals at Ilford on
Saturday but the promise quickly died
with little more than half an hour airtime.
Sunday was much more promising, but for
want of a 4WD the day passed without
incident or flight.
But it was Joe Scott's wedding we were all
there for as he took delivery, for better or
for worse, of his new Edge trike.
Joe could not be separated from his new
toy, all weekend. All we saw was the white
of his teeth as he buzzed over, a grin
permanently pasted on his face. What a
machine! What a consummation!

The valley turned on its usual splendid
weather for the November club meeting.
It was a special weekend, co-inciding with
the local Cudgegong FEstival at Lake
Windamere. It seemed like every

The next club fly-in and meeting will be at
Lue on December 1 and 2, no doubt just
4 weeks ago as you read this.
John Trude

·
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Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club
First the good news. Bruce Mear, a clu
member who recently crashed whit:
towing, is making a good recovery i
hospital.
Now the bad news. Nick Gardner a clu
pilot is giving flying away after 13 year:
Apparently he fmds lifting his glider o.
and off his car too strenuous.
Recent weekends have seen some mem
bers in the air with a couple of trips awa
proving beneficial. The club meets 4t:
Tuesday of the month at the Prospec
Hotel, Prospect at 7.30pm.

If anyone is interested, Nick's glider is fo
sale. It's a GT with very low hours and i
a real bargain at only $20. See Nigel at th
next meeting.
Nigel Felton, Secretary
August

If the number of hang gliders an,
paragliders frequently Bald Hill over th
past weeks is any indication, I'd say tha
summer has defmitely and finally arrivec

This may also be the reason for our grov;
ing club membership and activity. Eac
meeting sees welcome new faces, as we:
as old members "re-activating". The lon~
awaited windsocks and signs are now i
place. Thanks to those involved in th
organisation and working bee to ere<
them. How are the blisters guys?
It seems that we've managed to confuse
few people with regards to the new rulin
on Novices flying on weekends. Fo
clarifIcation, I repeat:

Novice Pilots whose instructors al
present to give permission to fly, an
supervise them, may now fly Stanwe
Park on weekends. This rule applies t
hang gliding and paragliding pilots.
Note carefully that this is a concession t
Novice Pilots under supervision and do!
not imply in any way that Instructors m~
teach on the weekends. I hope that this
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will be posting a
copy in Ruby's
Cafe. Check the
list: you may be
infamous.
2. Helmet-less
pilot launching
at Stanwell.
Also illegal and
not good for
general health if
impacted with
sharp or hard
object.
3. Pilot toplanded, parked
glider, unzipped
harness and
Stanwell Park - p. by Dave Bolliger
walked away.
lOW clear. If any queries please ring
What about the leg loops?
~ither myself on (042) 942305 or Chris
Boyce on (042) 942545.
4. Pilots frequently landing on the
grassed pack-up area. This is to be
[t would appear that a number of pilots avoided as far as practicable.
Clave forgotten a few important details
relating to their ability to commit aviation 5. Very experienced pilot developed a
tn a fmancially and physically safe state.
severe resistance to turning after he hurriedly assembled his brand new glider.
~een and heard of recently:
Guess why?
1. Unfmancial HGFA members flying The moral of the stories is, if you do the
Bald Hill. It is mandatory to be a financial right thing, you fly legally and in a manner
member of HGFA to fly - period. We which is safe to yourself, fellow pilots and
~ave a black-list of unfmancial pilots and
members of the general public. Apart

from that you won't rate a mention in
Skysailor or the blacklist in Ruby's Cafe.
The club has decided t-o revive the system
of Site Safety Officers. Interviews for
these highly contested positions will be
held at the next meeting. The greater the
number of Safety Officers, the less effort
is required of each individual.
On a lighter note, organisation of the Fun
Fly-In, to be held on 26th, 27th and 28th
January 1991, is well under way. There
will be a BBO cum presentation on the
last night. The emphasis of this Fly-In is
defmitely on the FUN side of things. For
further information check the competition calendar in this issue. We require
volunteers for officials etc.
Chris Boyce will be giving a presentation
on "effective Parachute Deployments" at
the February meeting. Something we
should all know about, but hopefully will
never need to put into practice.
Well that's about it for this month. Future
meetings will be held 7.30pm at
Helensburgh Workmen's Club on the fIrst
Sunday of each month.
Safe and smooth circles
Jo McNamara, President

From Suncoast Hang Gliders
The "BULLETT" and Introducing The "ESCAPE POD"
Utilizing an aluminum frame with CG Slider controlled by the
foot stirrup, the "Bullett" gives you total support with room to
move the legs and feet.
The controllable CG Slider allows for head down speed runs,
adjustable limited by shoulder cord, and shoulder up landings.
The "Bullett" uses the Jacket style Top Zipper opening at front
and safety buckles.
The bottom zipper remains central.
FEATURES
Minimum
proflle

A basic SUpp. (Humpback) shape pod
with "Bullett" style front entry.
Zipper and seat belt buckles that allows
you easy entry and ESCAPE in emergency

Intro price $520

frontal

* Complete
*

internal
safety webbing includes
chest and leg loops
Storage compartments
for glider bag, camera
and snacks, radio

* Parachute on front for safety reasons
* Six basic sizes with adjustable leg loops, shoulder pads and
stirrup make for easy resale
* Parachute webbing single main riser with webbing. Safety
fairing enclosing parachute line
* Car and aero tow loops
* Room to move your feet and legs

Suncoast Hang Gliders,
Dales Road,
Palmwoods Qld 4555
Fax & Ph: (074) 459185

Price$750
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Accessories

-

Instruments

ILLAWARRA HANG GLIDING CLUB Inc.
A MEMBER ORGANISATION OF THE H.O.F.A.

Ho, Ho, Ho and Merry Christmas!
Yes just as we promised in last month's
Skysailor, here it is once again, news from
the Illawarra HGA. During our November meeting, Trevor showed slide he'd
taken of hang gliding back in the early
days. Thanks Trevor, enjoyed by all!

reached 5,000 feet but opted to stay
around the area so they weren't too far
from the pub. It only took Mark a few
drinks to tell us why he caught a Lear jet
to Vietnam not so long ago. And we all
though it was for Hanoi Hang Gliding
Championships, not so; just a work trip.

A reminder to all club members that your
$10 membership dues are now being collected, so dig deep - it's a very worthy
cause (we're broke!).

And finally there's still time to get your
order in for a T-shirt or chinook, printed
with our Club logo. The cost is $2 per
print on the T-shirt (supply your own) and
can be printed front and back.

During October, Harry and Rod had a
few hours at 3800' in thermals of Tongarra. There have been reports of James,
Mark, Graeme, George and Bruce also
flying Tongarra and Saddleback at 4000'.

The chinooks (printed) are available at
$28. Terrific Christmas presents for all
your hillbilly friends. Ring Debbie to
order, 971923.

Our payout winch should be ready for
action this summer. Thanks Peter for the
construction work, and thanks to the
Central Coast Club for sending information on theirs.
An invitation has been issued to us by the
Stanwell Park Club to give them a flogging
in a competition over the January long
weekend. The team fresh from Corryong
will probably wipe the floor with the Stanwell Park shufflers!!!
Update on Mount Keira site:
Rating - Advanced only
Wind Direction - ENE to NNW, 5 to 15
knots
Due to a recent accident and the number
of intermediate pilots flying Mt Keira, we
are now in danger of losing the site.
Therefore, the Illawarra Hang Gliding
Club has been forced into enforcing the
rule that ADVANCED PILOTS ONLY fly
the site. There will be a log at the kiosk
that must be signed by any pilot flying,
stating their rating and HGFA number.
Accompanying the log will be a listing of
appropriate landing areas, restrictions
and flying conditions.
Note: Intermediate gliders will not be
allowed to fly at this site.
Negotiations continuing on Saddleback
site.
George, Mark, Peter, Graeme, Les and
Michael recently went car towing at the
competition paddock near Parkes. They
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We're all warming up for some great
months of summer flying. Merry
Christmas to you all, and may you have a
flying start to the New Year.
Cheers, Lindy Cook

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club

K

A

p

(

An important change to the paragliding
sport is the revising of our present licence
system form two ratings (Recreational
and Advanced) to three ratings. The
present Recreational rating will become
a Novice licence directed at getting students into the air relatively unsupervised
and commencing their flying experience.
An Intermediate licence will be introduced to increase the knowledge and skill
of the pilot to a standard that will enable
him/her to enjoy more advanced flying,
mainly soaring. Ultimately of course, is
the Advanced Licence which should be
the goal of every pilot wishing to gain the
maximum experience from Paragliding.
Becoming proficient pilot is a continual
learning experience and our present two
rating system falls short of encouraging
this development. Our present Recrea-

Skywatch
$149.99
Airspeed Indicator $ 35.00
651 Ball Vario (clamp
and adaptor)
$805.00
We are the Australian distributor
for Ball and handle repairs.

Parachutes
Hi Energy

$487.90

Books
We are the Australian distributor
for Dennis Pagen Books.

.Flying Conditions
$13.00
Flying Skills
$16.00
Flying Techniques
$13.00
Paragliding
$28.00
Powered U/L Training $13.00
Powered UlLAircraft $13.00

Harnesses
Pod Harnesses -15 in stock
in various colours,
medium and large
$499.96
Apron Harness
$178.00
X-Act II Harness
$785.00
Front entry Pod - Jacket
style (new design
by Forrest Park)
$650.00

Carabinas
Steel
Alloy

$29.00
$17.00

Moyes Delta Gliders Pty. Ltd.
173 Bronte Road, Waverley
N.S.W. 2024, Australia
Telephone (02) 3875114
Facsimile (02) 387 4472

transport accommodation etc can be
made.
Warning
The chances are that at sometime when
you have landed your glider, it has come
over the front of you fully inflated and hit
the ground with a very solid wack. If you
thought no more of it other than the in- .
convenience of pulling it over so you
could fold it then think again. As the
canopy hits the ground, the air inside
compresses putting unnecessary stress on
the material and stitching, but more so,
this will invariably split the ribs.

Relaxing on the good ship Enterprise after a hard comp
tionallicence (soon to be called Novice)
should not be taken as a "Licence to Fly",
but rather as a "Licence to Learn". And
by learning, ie increasing our practical
skills and theoretical knowledge, we will
enjoy fully and safely all our sport has to
offer.

Safety Officers before going up the chairlift.

When the three rating system is introduced, some of you will find that what
used to be your Recreational Licence will
be called a Novice Licence. This is not to
be taken as a downgrading of your standard of airmanship but rather as a part of
your advancement towards becoming a
better pilot.

New Zealand Championships

The new Intermediate Licence (which
may be called Recreational) will fill too
large a gap in our present system and will
provide an incentive for all pilots to fly
more, learn more, and gain more.
Rumour has been rife lately concerning
Paragliding in the Thredbo leasehold
area and we would like to point out to
concerned members that flying is still permitted in Thredbo Village. Kosciusko
Thredbo Pty Ltd however, are concerned
that the HGFA insurance policy is unsatisfactory compared to their requirements and until such time as the matter is
resolved, certain restrictions have been
put in place. KT, who has always been a
great help to, and a promoter ofParagliding in the area, point out that the Paragliding School and club were not being
closed, but temporarily restricted until
the insurance problem is cleared up. Discussions are at present being held with KT
and a letter has been receive from them
detailing the current restrictions so we
would ask all pilots to check with the

If you are from out of town and coming

down to the mountains to fly, you are
advised to phone first so that you can be
told of the current situation.

A recent check on Heinz's Sapphir after
its demise showed that two ribs were split
for more than a third of their length.
Canopies that have a netted leading edge
are even worse as they tend to split the top
surface between the stitches. This is very
expensive to repair. If this has happened
to you, check your canopy, especially behind the fIrst crossport vent.
Events:
December, club trip to Bright
January, 26th & 27th Summer Trophy
rounds
February, paragliding competitions at
Stanwell Park and Bright
3rd New Zealand PG Titles 3rd-lOth

I
The
Skyline I
Parapente Club in
Queenstown, New I
Zealand will be
staging next year's I
Paragliding Championships over I
seven days from 3rd
to 19th February I
1991. Sites to be
HANG GLIDING
used are Coronet I Towing
Peak, Treble Cone,
Mt Rosa and Rive ICourses for beginner or advanced pilots, good ther-I
Rivers (supposedly mal area
the best thermal site I
Students
in NZ). Entrants
can expect a ~o.rld IWe have sites for training and soaring facing alII
Class competItIon
. d'
.
with cash prizes, Iwm .s, we !ram seven days a week and Will get you I
catering
and soanng qUIckly

tra~sport

including I
Gliders and Accessories
heli-lifts. Guenther,
Heinz and Stuart IWe are agents for Moyes Gliders and have a range I
(who visi.ted NZ for lof new and used gliders available. Also Mast Air I
the NatIonals last and Ball varios and parachutes
.
March) expectto at- I
I
tend and would like
Phone (063) 736410
to hear form anyone I
else who may be interested so that the I
appropriate arrangements such as L
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Queensland

Club members have enjoyed some
memorable flying lately with a particularly good day at Widgee probably being the
highlight. Dave, Russell, Rob, Geoff,
Ron, Brian and others flew all day in very
lift air; so lifty in fact that getting down
was ore difficult than staying up! Another
great day was had at Dulong in a very low
cloud base that produced very buoyant
air. It is great to see new pilots like Russell performing so well and it looks like
next year's inter-club competition will be
very competitive.
On the subject of competitions here is yet
another plug for the famous Rainbow
Beach Fly-in. December 27th, 28th and
29th for a cost of $20.
Sponsors of this event include:
Rainbow Waters Caravan Park, Rainbow
Meats, Rainbow Beach Service Station,
Gazebo Gardens Restaurant, Pines
General Store, Rainbow Beach Caravan

Park, Cooloola Hardware
Parker's Air Taxi, Rainbow Food Shop
Mamas Rainbow Beach Supermarket,
Rainbow Beach Hotel, Town & Country,
Toyota Gympie & Noosa, Radio Stations
4GY & 4SS, Sunshine Coast Newspapers,
Mikado Motor Inn, Sheraton Noosa, Nara
Resort, Leo Muller Toyota Caboolture,
Suncoast Hang Gliders, Castlemaine
Perkins, Enterprise Wings, Moyes Gliders,
Sea World Resort, Sjostrom Electronic Systems

As club president I would like to formally
acknowledge the generous donation of
$1000 to our club by club stalwart Dave
Cookman. This amount was the prize
money Dave won at a local Birdman Rally
where he flew the greatest distance. Dave
was under no obligation to give our club
this money and on behalf of club members, thank you Dave. Thanks also to Stan
Roy from Sunshine Coast Hang Gliders
for his generous support in supplying
gliders to club members competing in the
event. Stan can be contacted on (074)
459185.
Until the Fly-in, that's all for now!
Steve Johnson

Canungra Hang Gliding Club
Please take note all Brisbane and Northern Rivers pilots that the Canungra Hang
Gliding Club is having its Christmas
Party/Competition Day on 15th December.
The competition will be open to all pilots
at a cost of $5 and will be held at TamborinelBeechm
ont at lOam
Saturday. That
evening
the
Canungra pub is
putting on a special smorgasbord
and music night
for just $10 a
head (family and
children tickets
are available).
There will be a
door prize and
lots more organised for the
night. If you wish
to freshen up beI
tween the comp
and the party we
can organise a
shower etc at the
pub.

'
a\

We have a special reason this
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year to seek your support. As you ma
have heard, Brenda Kerr was very badl:
injured while landing at Beechmont ,
month ago. She is still in the spinal war'
at the PA hospital and is not expected ou
before Christmas. She will need a lot 0
moral and financial support tl
rehabilitate her back into every day life.

We hop to raise enough funds througl
our raffles and the activities on the 15th tl
give her support on her way.
I hope to see as many of you as possibl,
on the 15th.
Stuart Lutton, Phone (07) 8013862

Ed's Note: Brenda needs all the assistanc
that YOu, fellow pilots, can possibly pro
vide as currently the doctors' prognosis i
that she may remain a paraplegic. Brend,
is detennined to walk again and is gettin,
plenty of encouragement from local pilot~
However, assistance in any way would b
appreciated so please contact Stuart fo
raffle tickets or to make any donations.

Victoria
Sky High Paragliding Club

This club in Melbourne is growing rapid]
now that we are incorporated. We'r
planning a number of exciting events ove
the next few months including a fun corr
petition, with events such as "Para Relay
"Flour Bomb Basketball from
Paraglider" and "Landing on the Spot
We're also having a Christmas Party an

HGAWA
Howdy Sandgropers
After two general meetings it
seems as if our new format is a
success. People are staying
back and enjoying the time
together to talk hang gliding
over a few ales. The last meeting produced some worthwhile
advice and tips. A timely warning from our Vice-president,
Bruce Dainton on wire maintenance was followed up with
an offer form Steve Conray,
who runs a company called
"Sling Rig", in Atlas Court,
Kewdale. Either Steve himself
or Rob Binnedeil are happy to
inspect your flying wires, give
advice and, for a very competitive price, replace them where
necessary. "Sling Rig" is certified to produce the wire
hardware that we use in our
gliders and with their interest in
the sport, it is a fortunate situation for our members to have such a
facility available.

about it at the time. It seems that metal
fatigue in hang gliding gear extends right
down to the axles on the Subarus that
carry them. Last time I landed on a stump
it only cost me an upright.
November's Eagle Award went to both
Helmut and Chris for the successful
launching of the tow winch system on
Helmut's ute. An occasion watched by all
at the last meeting, thanks to Gramac's
video skills. Finally, don't forget the
second Thursday of the month at the Hurlingham Pub. Just a social get together to
catch up on what's going on.
From the HGAWA, Merry Christmas to
all members and ... hang in there!
Keith Lush

Tandem at Stanwell- p. by Shane Herbert Another important
ve'll wine and dine the night away. If
lou'd like to come, give either Scott
3eresford, President (03) 4806441 AH or
nyselfSamantha Clarke (03) 6814398BH
I call to find out more. Also if you'd like
o join, again, give either of us' a call and
{ES, we'll take your money!!! If you're
lot a fmancial member you miss out on
,ur fun packed newsletter!!
;VeIl at last summer is just about here.
;Ve've all had a taste of what's to come
l1ld can't wait!! There have been a numler of high flights over Bright already this
'ear, and we're going to give the hang
:liders a run for their money yet!!
~he

Bright and Murmungee Eagles have
leen in good spirits lately, giving a
laraglider pilot (Wally Taws) a rude
lello. Ask him about the telephone book
ometime!!
'he Australian National Paragliding
~hampionships will be held in Bright
leginning on March 16th going through
o March 24th 1991. Please contact Brian
Vebb of Alpine Paragliding on (057)
51753 for more information.
:ee you in the air,
:amantha Clarke

point was raised at
the meeting on the
6th. Gr aham McDonald
reminded us of the importance
of using correct radio procedures when communicating in
the UHF band. His 30 minute
talk covered simplex and
duplex operation, correct
channels to use, call sign identification and helpful tips on
simply getting thru. We all
have to be aware that any Faux
Pas we let slip, broadcast an
image that we might not like of
hang glider pilots across
Australia. Also last month,
Brad and Gary reported on the
conference that they both attended.
On the darker side, Bakewell
has produced some more com- ,
plaints from the owners of the u ,surrounding farms. Firstly, .
speeding on the access farm's
laundry
roads is creating corrugations
close to restaurants and Shops
and someone is still landing
off street parking
hang gliders in the wrong
drying room
place. Seems to me like the old
"Jack" system is in place here.
Lodge is ideal for families, individuals, clubs and interest
groups and must be considered excellent value when ,pext
November's Ring of Convisiting the North-East.
fidence, on a lighter note, is
Tariffs from $105 per week
awarded to non other than
George Bignell. Although I'm
Phone: (057) 57 2041.
sure he wasn't quite so light
P.O. Box 110, Mount Beauty. 36~
_"""I
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Mission 170 (Nov) 4 mths old, 6 hrs airtime I
cond black LE pacific blue TS ocean blue L
faired kingpost, speedbar $2600 also
Moyes Pod gd cond blue $350 ph Tony (0
8071067

Foil 160B (lnt) $1400 this glider is in gd cond
is nice to fly. It's only $1400 because I wantto Sl
it quickly ph Bruce (02) 3654635

Foil 170B (Int) well loved gd cond glider 2 tor
green & white 3 upright & 1 base bar spares gil
away price looking to update $10000no ph Bri!
(02) 3912600 W or (02) 9811683 H leave me
sage

Foil 150B (Int) kevlar Racer pink & grey US
white MS all race options v gd cond $2300 ~
Suzy (042) 943256

AirBorne Trike Buzzard 532 dual seat pod b
wheels suspension head temp gauge Arrow
wing with new double side wires Electronics
fuel system recently fully overhauled great ur
reluctant sale (need money) $9500 ph Pet
(049) 453834 or 453472

NEW SOUTH WALES

*** LOST ***

Skywatch ASI lost 14/10/90 Stanwell
Park, fluro green housing, black face,
digital display would greatly appreciate
return please ph Alex de Waal (02)
4273647 AH or 9630929 BH
lTV Aries great cond piloting harness 2 yrs old
cheerful colours 70kg + $1800 also
lTV Meteor hardly used beautiful design high
perf (on par with Saphir) piloting harness 70kg +
$3500 ph Rachel 4162431
Gyro 180 II (Nov) brand new with Moyes pod
$2600 also
Foil 160B (Int) goes well $1300 also
Foil 155 (Int) only 40hrs $1200 ph Bruce (063)
736410
Dart Harness suit 5'3"-5'6" ex cond aqua blue
with pink & yellow stripes cleat on shoulder to
adjust body angle adjustable CG parachute &
ballast container with carry bag $250 ono will
freight ph Ian (065) 540523
Foil 152C Combat (Adv) latest model brand new
must sell mylar TE & all options $3800 ph William
(02) 6602309
Probe (Int) orange & white all new bolts some
sail work recently done to tighten TE needs some
tuning includes laminated batten profile & 2
spare uprights $500 ph Bradley (042) 942929
Foil 160B Racer (Int) orange fluro mylar LE
black/orange US gd cond $2200 also
Blackhawk Deluxe Pod Harness heavy duty red
with black/rainbow trim leather drag protector on
boot bunge boot hook for ground handling adjustable shoulder straps, leg loops & foot tube,
spine bag, zipped chest bag, open & close pull
cords, webbing straps to stow gear above legs
or in boot, new velcro on ballast bag, loops &
bunge udner left arm for radio, skyting & aero
tow loops. This harness has everything except a
ballistic parachute launcher & landing flare sensor $350 ph Len (068) 537220
GTR 148 VG (Int) blue LE It blue/white US gd
cond falred uprights/kingpost speedbar gd
glider for lighter pilot $1400 ono ph Ian (02)
6619543 H
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Powered GLider Comet CX21 never used in
Australia as new superb gliding v gd speed
range including harness & carry bag The Very
Best of Europe $3950 also
Emergency Reserve System $490 also
Varlo $250 for test fly & info ph Thomas Breig
(02) 6028814 AH
. Kiss 154 (Int) red LE citroen log $2600 also
Nlssan Nava 4WD ute canopy, racks 1987
model reach those difficult sites with ease
$13,000 ph Brett (02) 9741158
GTR Race (Int) gd cond $1600 also
GT 170 $500 ph Bill (066) 216655
Mars 170 (Nov) v gd cond dk blue LE sky blue
MSwhite TE priced to sell $1100 ph Rodney (02)
9604485
Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) fluro orange LE It blue
& fluro yellow US moderately low hrs well maintained in v gd cond $2000 ono ph Richard (02)
2353033 Wor (02) 3651533 H

Afro 8000 XC Instruments vario, altimet'
(M/Ft) ASI energy compensated $550 ono ~
Paul (02) 5217931
Foil 160B Racer (Int) gd cond with performam
for someone who wants a high performance ki
without the cost of a new one turquoise/oran~
US kevlar TE $2400 ph Steve (049) 524856 AH
GTR 175 (Int) white MS red LE blue triangul
insert faired king post 3 yrs old approx 50 hrs
flying time exc cond $1750 ono also
Cocoon Harness in gd cond $100 ono also
Parachute never used just repacked $250 or
also
Ball Vario/Altlmeter $300 ono also
Helmet Wlndmeter Gloves $30 ono Getting 0
for family reasons sell whole lot or individua'
inspection welcome delivery within Sydnl
metropolitan area possible ph Charles (0
2323111 BH or 5873747 AH

CT 170 (Nov) black LE yellow/It yellow US & 1
v gd cond also
Cocoon harness suit 5'6"-6' pilot the lot $121

Takeoff ridge Dinosaur Colorado US Nationals - pM Newland

, will separate ph David Stout (049) 287559
or682055AH

J 140B (Int) white LE half rainbow US v gd
Id $1800 ph Debra (042) 942044 or 942305
1155 (Int) gd cond blue LE orange yellow red
white MS $800 also
Iden UHF handheld with speaker mic $330 ph
an (066) 867352
)be II 175 (Int) white TS green US gd cond
)() ph Glen (02) 6235990
lion 170 (Nov) pink LE It blue & white US only
hrs exc cond includes helmet harness ph
ke Garside (045) 703727 BH
rR 162 Racer (Int) ex cond gold all over perms v well tight sail no flutters $1200 ono also
rR 162 VG (lnt) gd cond all white with yellow
: & top front surface C/W speed wires, Cor)ng trained always goes up, able to sniff out
3rmals within LD $800 ono ph Harry (042)

07796
oyes Mars 170 (Nov) red & white gd cond
ylar LE great trim flies well $1400 ph Mark (02)
132365
Isslon 150 (Nov) blue turquoise fluro yellow
etty glider In gd cond v similar to XS Easy
!400 ph Leith (02) 9052685 H or 9055599 W
Isslon 170 (Nov) red blue & special yellow
ermals well $2200 also
TR 162 WB (Int) red LE white US ultraweave
eviously belonged to Steve Moyes top XC
ider $2700 ph Warren (02) 9052685 H or
)55599 W for test fly
'III Trade: GTR Race 162 v gd cond flys great
ue & grey dacron sail, WB profile; for Mars or
ov glider & cash also
~CT Harness, will also consider trade with pod
Ball vario, 1 ft increments both in ex cond ph
65) 556140 or 549347 ask for Bevan or leave
lessage

Moyes GTR 162 WB (Int)
It blue LE grey US fluro
greentrianglewhiteMSall
extras $2500 ph Bob Barnes (065) 540416
AI r B orne T rIke2p I ace
503 Rotax Anow 1 ex cond
gold LE & ~hite ~S & ~S
complete With trailer With
12 mths rego $6990 ph

I I $105
I
I

~1'Eagle

-

I

plain, $145 prescription, $165 Bi-focal
Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames
Electronic Tow Meters -

$185

Holiday Beach House at Bryon Bay

Spa catamaran surfboards

I"

I
I

Steve (049) 513230
XS Easy (Int) brand new 5
hrs airtime all faired Soz
sail - MS, RH warp LE also
Pod & Chute brand new to
match + helmet also
Electrophone TX 475
UHF Radio & mic $4000
forced to sell ph Robert (048) 411794

&

( excl. Xmas)

skis -

$320 P w

•

N orth ~oast ~vlonics
DeniS Cummings
PO Box 741

L

Byron Bay
_

Gyro 160 (Nov) Mylar reinforced LE no sail flutter
pink with blue LE & tips 2 spare uprights new Hall
ASI with extension & bracket Medium size helmet all gd cond $1300 also
Moyes Pod Harness medium suit 5'6"-5'11 "
near new & v gd cond blue with pink stripes steel
carabina $350 also
High Energy Parachute near new currently
fitted to pod but will separate $350 also
Car Racks front & rear professionally made front
adaptable to most cars, rear fits tow bar $80 the
set. Make an offer on the lot ph Graeme (02)
6286245 AH or 3137777 ext 27 BH
Your 1 st High Performance wing - GTR 162
(Int) built when quality was 1st priority $1100 will
consider reasonable offers ph Graham (042)
942245
Airwave Calypso 160 (Nov) hardly used, white
yellow & rainbow $1850 also
Pod Ute Harness cost $600 only $290 with
helmet everything in perfect cond ph (066)
561088
Foil 155 (Int) white LE black & red US flies well
$700 ono also

Brian Webb, Bright'
photo
blJ Robin Gauld
J

Eyes;rught glasses

Hum!Tllngbird vario with TE probe
$150 ono ph Hayden (066) 884326
Mars 170 (Nov) gd cond white with
red LE mylar inserts batten profile &
apron harness $1000 ph Steve (02)
6386964AH
Combat Foil 152C (Int) fluro orange
LE blue fluro green only 18 hrs airtime $3600 ono suit new buyer,
buying new trike ph Peter (049)
458319
Foil 152C Combat (Int) all extras,
top cond fluro pink/grey/white $3000
ono also
SJostrom vario/altimeter brand
new unused normal new price $750,
$675 ono also
ICOM vox unit can be used on IC40
radio , needs HS10 headset $50 ph
Jenny (068) 537220 AH
Moyes XS 155 (lnt) brand new cond
only 15 hrs flown, mostly Stanwell
Park blue LE (warp) full warp white
TS blue & red US $3300 also
Ball 651 Vario dual sensitivity one ft
increments in gd cond $600 also
Brauniger Alto/vario LCD $450 ph
Lasco (02) 7596975 or 7598480 AH
Thermal Ute Sky Leg Power Pack
has 45% more thrust than standard
unit. Tested ceiling 3500' with 2851b
gross weight with Foil 160 glider,

2481

~(066) 856287_

I
I
I

. . I

I

I

I
---.J

greater performance available from lighter pilot
or better glider, call for more information $1500
ph (042) 378557 AH

GTR 162 WB (Int) blue LE orange diamond US
gd cond $2000 also
Pod Harne•• suit pilot 5'10"-6' $300 ph Geoff
(042) 941898
GTR Race (Int) fluro yellow LE blue & white US
v gd cond $1950 ono also
GT 170 (Int) $600 ono also
Mars 170 (Nov) $1000 ph Neil (066) 857854
Magic IV 166 (Int) Red LE rainbow US 4.4 sail
cloth in v gd cond $1500 ph John (02) 6659186
Probe I (Int) yellow v gd cond incl harness &
helmet $750 ono ph Craig (049) 634951
Mars 170 (Nov) dk blue LE white MS gd cond
also
Moyes Pod harness the lot $1200 ono ph Mark
(065) 598828

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
WB 162 (Int) white parallel plus MS hot pink &
ice blue US & TS v gd cond must sell $2100 incJ.
freight see you at Auss Nationals ph Julius (OS)
2611902
Vision Eclipse (Nov) ex cond low hrs never been
nosed in. An easy to handle light-weight glider &
stirrup harness, suit beginner or recreational
pilot. Agreatthermalling glider $1800 ph Bill (OS)
2702032
Power set for hang glider Minimum brand new
from Germany complete kit $2900 also
1 spare engine $900 also
GTR 162 (Int) gd cond flies well $1450 also
Wills Wing Duck 160 (Int) black & rainbow exc
cond make an offer ph Tome (OS) 2729134 till
20/12/90 will then be travelling to Rainbow
Beach
Magic Full Race 166 (Int) 4.4oz dacron MS
mylar LE speed bar VB ex cond $1400 ono ph
(OS) 3863452

QUEENSLAND
GTR 162 (Int) gd cond speed bar new bolts new
nose wires bag 12 mths old batten profile
manual no tears or flutters yellow LE white MS 2
tone green US $1250 also
Cocoon harnes8 with SOOOlb carabina suit 5'5"5'10" pilot $120 ph Russell (074) 866253
Platform TOW-Payout Winch with electric
rewind motor suitable for mounting onto ute or
trailer. This compact unit is 80% completed all
th~ hard work done. I'm interested in exchanging
thiS for a Meteor 190 alternatively other hang
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gliding equipment or make me an offer ph Ron
(07) 2771193 W or 8012262 H
AirBorne Trike reconditioned 447 Rotax engine
210 wing 95.10 rego till 27/7/91 log book available for transfer $5000 ph Bernie (075) 441196
Inspect at Sky Ayte Kooralbyn Valley
Wanted one good (nice to handle) Tandem
glider ph Alan (074) 863166
Aero 170 (Nov) yellow fluro pink & blue ex cond
$2000 also
Moyes Meteor (Int) black LE yellow & green tight
sail flys beautifully test fly available at Rainbow
Beach $850 ph Alan (074) 863166
Foil 170B Kevlar Racer (Int) 14 mths old low hrs
immaculate cond yellow LE white MS It green US
$2500 ph Neville (07) 2057061
Moye. GTR 151 WB (Int) dk blue It blue grey
white ultraweave MS fully optioned & faired no
patches or bends v gd cond $2000 ph Stuart
Lutton (07) 8013862 AH or 8348257 BH
AirBorne Trike 2 seater 503 Rotax engine low
hrs Moyes custom GTS wing special wheels
instruments cover bullet parachute includes custom trailer all in v gd cond ph $8500 (07) 208209
or (075) 463021
Foil 165 (Int) red & yellow US white TS no flutters
speed bar v gd cond exc buying for the up &
coming pilot on a tight budget $895 ph (07)

2008209
GTR 151 (Int) no intermediate battens white
orange LE airfoil uprights plastic coated wires,
speed bar low hrs well maintained unique glider
suit lady or those who do not want full race
characteristics but still want better than intermediate performance would not sell but for
financial hardship ph Bronwyn $2000 (076)
984124
Probe 11175 (Int) gd cond new bag new top wires
$490 ph Hannes (079) 396365
2 x Barlgo Wrist Altimeters 0-10,000 feet Ideal
for coast $75 ea ph Jim (076) 984124
Foil 160B (Int) gd cond new glider bag spare
upright nice to fly, XC glider $1500 ph Gary (075)

464104
Mar. 170 (Nov) rainbow MS stirrup harness gd
cond $1000 ph Simon (077) 785326
Aero 150 Race (Nov) fluro pink scrim LE fluro
yellow/fluro pink US faired uprights 40 hrs & 3
mths old $2500 ph (07) 8481409
Hummingbird varlo/altlmeter in sturdy
fibreglass pod $250 also
Gyro II 180 (Nov) ex cond has been checked
over must sell harness incl $1450 ono also
Mars 170 (Nov) with harness $950 also
Cocoon Harness from 5'4"-6'3" also
Apron Harness with stirrup $40 ph Pat (079)
792562
Mission 170 (Nov) ex cond pilot ready to
upgrade $2000 ono ph Hans (079) 724230
Mar. 190 (Nov) blue LE pink/blue US easy handling with floating X-bars suit heavier pilot $1000
ph Steve (079) 750232
GTR 162 (Int) gd cond speed bar, new bolts new
nose wires bag 12 mths old, batten prOfile,
manual, no tears or flutters, yellow LE white MS
2 tone green US $1250 also
Cocoon harness with 5000lb carabina suit 5'5"5'10" pilot $120 ph Russell (074) 866253

VICTORIA
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XS Easy 150 (Nov) pink Le blue US white TE
faired uprights & king post speed bar $2800 also
Pod harness medium pink & white ex cond $400
ph Carol (03) 4672175
GTR 151 WB (Int) long lasting sail with
ultraweave TE panel & kevlar TE strip ph Wesley
(03) 8077942
Foil 160B (Int) gold LE yellow/orange US exc
handling ideal 1st high performance glider
$1400 ph Baden (03) 5926012 H or 3691177 BH
Magic IV Racer (Int) red mylar LE pocket blue
US 4.50z white dacron MS faired uprights with 2
new spares VG etc 50hrs airtime no marks cuts
or scratches on sail in mint cond $2250 ono ph
Ian O'Neill (03) 8037725
XS Easy (Nov) ex cond magenta mylar LE fluro
yellow/white MS Pacific blue & fluro yellow US
$2800 ono also
Mission 170 (Nov) gd cond special gold LE red
MS special gold US $1900 ono also
Mars 190 (Nov) gd cond lime green LE white MS
lime green US $900 ono also
Mars 150 (Nov) fair cond blue LE rainbow MS
$700 ph (057) 551724
Moyes Mars 170 (Nov) dk blue Le It blue & white
US & TS 25 hrs airtime comes with altimeter
batten profile & roof bars $1050 ono ph Andrew
(03) 5511378 H or 5873911 W
Mars 190 (Nov) green Le white sail low hrs suit
heavy student or tandem $1000 ph Steve (03)
8733473 H or 5415363 W
Moyes Mars 150 (Nov) red & white sail suit
beginner or lady pilot $1000 ono also
Moyes Pod red 160-180cm $200 or the lot for
$1100 ph Carol (060) 761333
GTR 162 Race (Int) dk
blue LE red & blue US
one with the lot $1800
ph (053) 393604
Moyes Backpack
Cocoon Harness gd
cond suit 5'8"-5'10" +
hang gliding helmet
medium size red near
new $100 ph Rob (03)
4895182

vanced $980 ph Don (052) 214276 AH or 73:
BH
GTR 175 (Int) red LE white US with red t:
white MS looks gd faired king post low hrs (31
ex cond one owner glider perfect initial
performance glider for heavier pilot $190(
John Twomey (03) 3976033
Mars 150 (Nov) with VB blue LE & rainbov
cond $600 ph (03) 7257459
Zephlr 87 (Int) in gd cond red LE white
rainbow US $1500 ph Marlies (03) 848119~
or 4698555 BH
GTR 162 Race (Int) fluro yellow US & LE v.
ultraweave MS speed bar faired uprights & I
post WB batten profile tight sail & floats
$1900 ph Noel Bear (03) 8893466 AH

ACT
GTR 162 (Int) VG blue & yellow low airtime $1
also
Cocoon harness parachute & Instrument!
Barry Weatherburn (06) 2587625 H or 2896

W
XS 155 (Int) pink scrim LE It blue US white v.
MS king post hang 5 hrs airtime onlylll $3550 ,
also
Moyes Meteor 150 (Int) yellow & red suit Iigl
pilot perfect cond & has been sitting in gar.
with only 11 hrs airtimel!! $750 ono ph E
Freebody (062) 957434 H, 488988 BH
Mission 170 (Nov) black LE fluro yellow
white TS November '89 new test flown & 2 S(
ing flights $2200 ono also
Pod Harness red new cond $250 ph Murray '
2583223AH

I

At the foot oj
Mt Buffalo

\

I

GTR 162 (Int) red LE It
blue US gd cond flies
well $1400 ph Martin (03)
5605992

Attention All Skysailors
\ When flying at Mt Buffalo stay in comfort atthe Buffalo Mote

I

Wanted 151 Race or
similar in gd order, will
pay around $2000 ph
Dave (03) 7048564

IFacilities include:

Pterodactyl Ascender II
Cuyuna UIII-02 engine \
35 hp reconditioned
propeller cruising speed
OOmph 900ft/min climb
rate, land & takeoff in \
100ft
Skymaster
parachute just repacked,
full instruction manual
$3000 ono ph Trevor \
(053) 852348
Magic IV 166 (Int) tight
white sail with rainbow
forgiving handling with
competitive performance can be test flown
at Brig ht, su it experienced Novice to Ad-

-

Bed and cooked breakfast $24 per person per day
II
Bed and continental breakfast $20 per person per day
(Rate based on twin share and valid to 30 June 1991)
II

II
II

20 ground floor units on 21f2 acre grounds

II

Tea and coffee making facilities
Airconditioning and heating
C
d BBQ
overe
area
Relay messages pilot/driver
Hang gliding launching ramp visible from Motel

II
II
II

C0 Iour TV an d ref'd
n gerator

L
II

Your hosts:

John and Mary Macmillan
Buffalo Motel
Ovens Highway
Porepunkah Vic 3470
Phone (057) 562242

lTV
THE PROFILES THAT INSPIRE
RESPECT

,LPINE PARAGLIDING
RIAN & NIKKI WEBB
o BOX 3 BRIGHT VIC 3741
)57) 551753
AX (057) 551677

THE PARAGLIDING CENTRE
IAN LADYMAN
P,O, BOX 413
CHARLESTOWN NSW 2290
(049)498946
FAX (049)621991
INT. 6149 498946
FAX 6149621991

Laurence Clarel Tournier
Norbert Barboux
Ali Gali
Thierry Barboux

PARA- ALPINA

FUTURE WINGS PARAGLIDING

SA HILL SOARERS

HEINZ GLOOR
EIGER SPORT PTY LTD
PO BOX 1'4 2
JINDABYNE NSW 2627
(064) 567171

TED JENKINS & MARK MITSOS
46 GEORGE AVE .
BULLI NSW 2516
(042) 674570
FAX (042) 681101

RICK WILSON
20 NEVILLE AVE ,
THEBARTON SA 5031
(08) 234 0516

Champion de France 89 SAPHIR lTV
Champion de France 88 GEMMA lTV
Champion de France 87 ALNAIR lTV
ler au Championnat d ' Australie 90
SAPHIR lTV
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FIVE GREAT GIFT IDEAS
THIS MA

